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INTRODUCTION 
Darlington Hoopes, Sr. , is an anachronism: a 
true Socialist active in the 1970' s. He served 
the Socia.list Party as both local politician and 
standard bearer, Under different circumstances he 
might have become as well lmo'Wl'l as his predecessors, 
Eugene V. Debs and l~orman M. Thomas, or at the least 
an influential state politician or competent judge. 
The very fact that he chose the Socialist Party as 
his political vehicle effectively elim~ted the latter 
possibility; the decline of the Socialist Party denied 
him the fame· and influence of Debs and Thomas, 
The decision of what party" to · follow is usually 
a complex one, The quandary about the relative importance 
of the political vehicle confronts both voters and pol-
iticians. The questions of practical politics buffet 
both: Should voters vote the man or the party? Should 
politicians choose a party for ideology or strength? 
There is indeed no right answer; either choice con .. 
tains disadvantages. Voters who opt for party find 
office holders who are often inept and dishonest; those 
who vote for the -"better.. man find their pref erred party 
·-weakened, Neophyte politicians who choose to follow the 
iii 
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majority party and disregard 'ideology find themselves vot~ 
ing against their conscien·ces; those who choose to follow 
their consciences· find it impossible to put their ideas 
into effect. 
Hoopes chose early to follow his conscience. He / 
picked not just the minority party as his vehicle but 
one of the so-called third or splinter parties. The 
-:'
0 Socialist Party which he selected has at times polled few-~~ · 
'· ,. . . ~, 
er votes than the Black and Tan Grand Old Party of }1issis-
sippi or the Industrial Government of New York. 
In the first chapter of this thesis, the origins of 
this man of conscience will be traced, Why he picked 
the Socialist Party will be examined. 
The second chapter concerns the election of Hoopes 
to state office in spite of the fact that he was a. 
politician in a Party which had fewer than five per cent 
of the registered voters in the district. We shall see 
in this chapter that Hoopes was an able politician albeit 
one without much power. His accomplishments a.nd failures 
will be examined as well as the question of what his 
power would have been had he selected one. of the major 
parties. Why a traditionally conservative e.lectorate voted 
iv 
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for him will be examined. 
In the third chapter, national problems which 
.e~entually led to the co]]apse 0£ the Socialist Party 
will be explored. The role of Hoopes in this col]apse 
will be examined. Hopefully, it will. be made clear 
that Hoopes, a local politician, viewed many national 
problems in _ the :frame of how they would affect him and 
the local Party. This tunnel vision was partly to 
blame for the decline of the Socia.list Party which 
still exists in the form of a political party counterpart 
of the human vegetable. 
The fourth chapter will be concerned with the local 
split in the Party. In some instances it will be seem 
that Hoopes' stands were inconsistent with those he took -
during the national problems. The part he played in the 
events which eventually killed a viable local party will 
be explored. 
The fifth chapter will trace Hoopes' efforts to re-
unite the Party and his fights for office 'in the forties 
and fifties. It will axplore why Hoopes has remained a 
Socialist in spite of the fact that he knew the Socia.list 
Party would never be a major party. The reasons Hoopes 
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insisted on running national candidates will be examined. 
The sixth chapter conclusion will consider the 
reasons for the death of the national and local Social-
. ist movements and the role which Hoopes played in each. 
The names of Debs and Thomas were well-lmown to 
even non-Socialists in the past. It is consistent with 
the direction which the $ocialist Party has taken that 
even the Socialist author Murray B. Seidler ref erred. 
to a "Darlington Hooper" who ran for president on the 
Socialist ticket in 1952. 
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ABSfRACT 
.--
Darlington Hoopes, twice Socialist standard bearer, 
began as an ethical Quaker idealist who embraced 
Socialisn in 1914. He soon became embroiled in politics 
and served three terms in the Pennsylvania General-
- Assembly ·wh-ere his influence exceeded his Party's small 
representation. By appealing to the conscience of some 
legislators and the fear of others, he gained passage of 
• 
social legislation and prevented the passage of many bills 
which would have hurt the working class. His Berks 
County constituents reelected him not because they believed 
in the Socialist philosophy but because he gave them good 
representation. 
Hoopes served in a policy-ma.king capacity within the 
national Party in the thirties when the left wing, under 
the leadership of Norman Thomas fought to wrest power from 
· ·the Old Guard ruling elite, Hoopes, who was often allied 
with Thomas, presented a study of the problem of a good 
local politician whose provincial concern with local 
problems prevented an effective management of national 
Socialist af'fairs. Because Hoopes vacillated between 
favoring issues which would ~help the national Party and 
1 
.:::, 
_,_>-favoring positions which would .aid the -:local Party, he 
became ineffective on both levels. His stand weakened 
.. 
the Party at a time when it _was struggling for its life 
with internal problems of factionalism and with external 
problems in American politics. 
The Socialist Party died as an effective political 
party in the 1930.• s, and in spite of Hoopes' efforts t_o 
revive it by reuniting dissident factions and by waging 
political campaigns in the forties and fifties, it coulcl: 
never be brought back to life. 
: .. 
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THE :EARLY YEARS 
Dreary row houses dominated the skyline of Reading in 
the 1930' s. The more than 100,000 people who inhabited this 
eastern Pennsylvania county seat were mainly working class,. 
native-born Pennsylvania. Dutch Protestants: a traditional, 
stable pop11lation. Yet this Berks County community held 
the distinction of being one of only three American cities 
with a government controlled by what was termed a "radical,'' 
"un-American, 0 · and .. Godless" political party. This 
11 da.ngerous" party was the Socialist Party of A.merica.1 
In 1931 Darlington Hoopes, Sr., a thirty-five-year-old 
state assemblyman, occupied one of the. foremost positions 
among Socialist politicians in Berks County, As the highest 
ranking elected Socialist in the state, Hoopes came in for 
his share of denunciation from old-line Democratic and 
Republican politicians. 
By the 1960' s the population of Reading had declined 
to 98,177. Thirty years of weather and pollution had made 
dreary row houses drearier, and Reading had taken on the 
look of urban decay. The composition of the population 
had remained working class and had continued to be predom-
ir!antly native-born Protestant. A.uthors and broadcasters 
3 
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had dubbed the nru.nicipality "The Corrupt City" due to 
the blatantly dishonest Democratic administrations and 
to the power wielded by various rackets figures. People 
of Reading looked back nostalgically at the 1930' s and 
called the Socialist administrations "The best Goddamn 
government we ever had." 2 
tiith the passage of yea.rs, Darlington Hoopes, the 
"radical, u ha.d become president of the Berks County Bar . 
Association in 1961. The "un-Amgricann and "Godless" 
Darlington Hoopes had received .the Americanism award of 
the Reading chapter of B 'nai B • rith in 1967 and a good 
citizenship award of the Sons of Union Veterans of the 
Civil War in 1963,3 By the late 1960 1 s the Socialist 
assemblyman of the thirties had lived long enough to win 
praise as an elder statesman. Even the conservative 
Republican newspapers of the city began to refer to him 
in affectionate terms, 
Looking back at the Hoopes' origins, it would appear 
·unlikely to the present-day American who associates 
socialism with communism and radicalism that Hoopes would 
become one of America's leading Socialists. In many ways 
his childhood typified pastoral life at the turn of the 
century, Born September 11, 1896 on his father's farm in 
4 
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Harford County, Maryland, Hoopes was the sole surviving 
child of Brice and Elizabeth Tucker Hoopes, Infant 
mortality had taken its toll in the Hoopes family: 
Darlington's twin brother had died at the age of 22 months 
and his sister had died at five months. 4 
Both the paternal and maternal sides of hjs family 
were birth-right Quakers, Hoopes' parents were, in fact, 
fifth cousins; the name Copes appeared in the genealogy 
oi- both the Hoopes and Tucker lines, The Copes family 
can be traced back to the early 1700' s in America. The 
Hoopes family ancestor, Joshua Hoopes, arrived in the New 
World from Yorkshire, England, September 10, 1683 on 
board the "Good Ship" Providence to join William Penn in 
his experimental colony, Records on the Tucker family are 
sketchier, but they appear to have innnigrated to the 
. 5 
United States in the early- 1800' s. 
Neither of Hoopes' parents were well educated. &iu-
oation was not stressed during their childhood, especially 
for farm children. Maryland, at the time, had no compul-
sory education laws, and most children were lucky to get a 
grade school education. Hoopes' father, a life-long farmer, 
could not read or -write until he married. Elizabeth Hoopes, 
who had nine years of schooling herself, taught her husband 
5 
how to read and write. In Hoopes' ear]¥ chjldhood his 
father lost his farm through foreclosure. The year 1899 
saw the f amj Jy move to a nearby farm in Harford .County 
where the elder Hoopes became a manager for a well-to-do 
gentleman farmer. 6 
In spite of, or perhaps because of, their limited edu-
• 
cation, young Darlington's parents moved him toward a good 
-
education. His mother especially stressed the importance 
of learning. He attended several schools in Harford County, 
a poor rural area, lfuen Darlington attended the Churchville 
School, he had to rise early and milk nine cows and then 
ride to a creamery to deliver the milk before he went to 
school. At Churchville he came l.Ulder the influence of two 
sisters nam~ Lockery who as tea.chars took considerable 
· .. interest in his work, coached him to victory in several 
spelling bees, and tried to teach him first-year Latin even 
though they had never taught it before. Hoopes explained 
that he was m fact a "teachers' pet,"7 
Upon completion of grammar school, young Darlington 
traveled to Newton, Pennsylvania, to the Quaker George 
School, a secondary school which has an excellent reputation 
to this day. Hoopes recalled that the school had a fine 
curriculum and teachers. He enjoyed school, especially 
6 
history and arithmetic but 'Clisliked English, This 
dislike for his native tongue did not extend to other 
languages as he took both German and La.tin while at the 
George School, He remembered with_pride that a professor 
once made a big fuss when Darlington turned .in a perfect 
test paper on the First Book of Vergil, The youngest 
member of his class, Hoopes was graduated as vale-
dictorial :in 1913.8 
One of his classmates, 1tlilliam itl, Tomlinson, 
remembered Hoopes as "a brilliant young fellow," Now 
vice president emeritus of Temple University, Dr. Tomlinson 
said that many other student envied Hoopes and felt he 
"set too fast a pace for them," But, he added, Hoopes 
was "not the kind of a boy who ,rould cause resentment 
even though he put many of the boys to shame," He 
recalled that Hoopes participated in track and on the 
debating squad, "He was very liberal in his thinking,; 
ahead of his time,'' Dr, Tomlinson said, / "He was always 
:interested in the underdog. I guess that's what struck 
me most about Darlington -- his spirit of idealism,"9 
At the George School Hoopes became a socialist believer 
after being introduced by two close friends to Dr, vlalter 
Rauschenbusch' s Christianizing the Social Order and 
7 
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Christianity and the Social Crisis. Dr. Rauschenbusch 
and Harry F. ·klard were largely responsible for the unrest 
and social criticism which penetrated many religious 
schools during the first two decades of the twentieth 
century. Dr. Rauschenbusch, a teacher at the Roche_ster 
Theologic Seminary, was particularly active in pre-World 
War I days in the attmnpt to socialize Protestantism. He 
contended. tl:tat the teachings of Jesus were not compatible 
with capitalism, Hoopes, the liberal-thinking champion 
o:r the underdog, reached a simiJar conclusion: nr 
decided after reading these books that the private profit 
. system was anti-Christian, and I became a socialist on that 
basis." Later, according to.Hoopes, he began to rea.~ 
l4arxian books, but he remained. a socialist from a 
"Christian rather than a :Marxist angle,"lO 
Hoopes had acquired a fine education at the George 
School. In fact, when he entered college in 1914, he 
received credit for freshman English and mathematics due 
to his preparation at the Quaker school. ll He had a good 
inquiring mind. He had parents who were interested in his 
education. He had a dream of helping the oppressed, the 
poor. But, at 17, he lacked direction and assurance. 
8 
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His parents, especially' his father, assumed that he 
would learn the most advanced farming technologies and then 
return to help on the fa.rm. Taking the path of least 
resistance, young Hoopes a.greed and decided to study dairy 
farming, his father's specialty. This decision led him to 
choose the Univer.sity of Wisconsin because it had the 
outstanding dairy program in the country. So, while others 
of his generation were attending colleges within commuting 
distance of home, Darlington travelled to far :tvladison, 
tvisconsin, in the fall of 1914. He waited a. year until 
1914 in order to amass enough money for college and also 
to wait for two George School friends who were in the Class 
of '14.12 
Hoopes remembered. 'that one of the university's ma.in 
attractions was Professor stephen Babcock, inventor of a 
ma.chine to test fat content of mjJk. "He was a 
researcher, not a teacher, 0 Hoopes reminisced. "Our 
class was something a.bout 500 (pupils]. He sat up on a 
platform, looked into space, and talked in a monotone 
which would put anyone to sleep.1113 
While at the university, Hoopes joined the Socialist 
Party, and continuing an hlterest he had aequjred at George 
School, he became a member of the debating society. There 
9 
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he ca.me into contact with law students and decided. to 
stuey law. His father, however, had purchased a. small 
farm in Pennsylvania in the meantime and wanted his son 
to help with its operation.14 
vlhile Darlington pondered this development, tragedy 
struck. Two fellow students, acquaintances from Baltimore, 
asked Darlington to go canoeing on Lake Mendota in Madison. 
Hoopes recalled later tha.t they ma.de a special point of 
asking him if he could swim. He said he was flattered by 
the attention of the two upperclassmen. While they were 
returning to shore, a sudden sq,J.a.11 came up and the canoe 
turned over. "The 1-Iater tazr1peratura was about 40 degrees," 
. Hoopes related, 11It was chilly. \'le were about three-
quarters of a mile out, and it was too cold to swim. The 
one boy just threw up his hands and sank; the other held on 
for a few minutes and then did the same. I held on to the 
··canoe and was rescuad."l.5 
Missing the final examinations of his freshman year, 
young Hoopes returned to the East with the bodies of his 
friends. Continuing on, he arrived in Norristown with 
thirty-seven cents in his pocket. He cotnpleted his trip 
to the fa.rm late at night after walking six miles from 
N • st 16 orr1 own. 
.~· 
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At 17 Hoopes had lacked direction and .assurance. At 
19 , after one year of college, he had changed.. His con-
tact with law students at Iv1adison had given him direction. 
His brush with death had given him the assurance of purpose 
needed to stand up to his parents' disapproval of his 
decision to study law. His parents ax:pected him to help on 
the farm, "but they showed no hostility and didn't try to 
make me change my mind. They lmew it wouldn't be effective 
if they tried." Hoopes said that he had definitely deter-
mined that he wanted to be a la-wyer "to be able to represent 
poor people and labor unions and such and help them."17 
Once back with his family, Hoopes began to study law. 
He spent a year studying on his own various subjects, includ-
ing Latin and geometry. wnen he took the preliminary law 
examination at the age of 19, he ranked among the eighteen 
out of the 108 who passed. Hoopes recalled that he found 
the test difficult because he lacked a college education. 
For the next five years, from 1916 to 1921, he studied nights 
at a local law office_, a connnon practice at the time. He 
a.lso took correspondence courses in la.w which he said 
taught him what law he knew. Ile passed the bar examination 
on his first try and was admitted. to the bar in Norristown, 
Montgomery County, in .1921.18 
11 
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, Soon after he passed his bar examination, Hoopes 
' 
married another Quaker, Hannah Foulke. She had attended 
the George School and graduated two years after 
' 
' 
Darl:ington. They lmew each other at the George School 
but did not date. Their paths crossed again :in 1915 at 
I 
the Quaker meeting house they both attended. · Shortly after 
/' 
. they became engaged, she told Hoopes that she had diabetes 
and explain.eel that she could never have children. She 
then'.,~.ofi}eped to release Darlington from his promise of 
-
. 
marriage·. took:ing back on the moment after the passage 0£ 
almost fifty yea.rs, Hoopes said rather gruffly that his 
reply. was u1~ othing domg; a bargain' s a bargain.° Fifteen 
months after their marriage, she was dead, the victim of 
the then-fatal disease of diabetes.19 
Hoopes struggled. to build up a law practice in Norris-
to-vm, but due to his identification with Socialism, he was 
unsuccessfule The closing days of 1923 saw a shake-up of 
the state organization of the Pa.rty. Birch v,f ilson of 
Reading resigned as state secretary because of a change in 
his occupation. His wife,. Lilith, also resigned as a member 
of the state executive committee. The PhjJadelphia chapter 
of the Socialist Party supported Hoopes for appointment 
to Birch Wilson's. vacated position·.·· Hoopes took the 
12 
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"thankless" job on the condition that the state offices 
be moved. to his office in rJorristown so he could continue 
his law practice. He did have to give up certain work he-· 
did on consignment from other attorneys which brought him 
a.bout $1-,JOO to $1,500 a y~r, The . struggling· young 
' 
la:wyer said he could not afford to give up his entire 
practice, but by devoting half his time, office, and employee 
time to Party work, he decided he could save the Party 
"at lea st· $ 500 , 00 a year." He declared he would not take 
the position unless he had the backing of the "stronger 
locals in the state." Aside from the financial consider-
ations, he wanted united backing as the Party was very 
· weak in the 1920' s and Hoopes did not want to cause a 
split.20 
lo-. From 1923 until 1927 Hoopes served as the Socialist 
Party's state secretary and nominal editor of The t,lorker, 
the official organ of the state Party. Hoopes' corres-
pondence during those years indicated. that his work in-
volved setting up speaking engagements, organizing branch 
; 
offices, enlisting candidates for office and circulating 
their nominating petitions, sending out dues stamps and 
collecting money, and requesting money for The Worker which 
was printed in Reading. He found in his organization work 
13 
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that Socialists, 
to do more than their share of work. He told Birch Wilson 
that n., .in a benevolent educational organization such as 
ours, it should be the a.im of each_ comrade to outdo the 
others in service to humanity." 21 
Socialists from the time they arri.ved on the American 
scene fought more among themselves than with their capit-
alist enemies. Hoopes, in a rare excursion into humor, 
said that the Socialists "split more times than the atom." 
L"'l the 20' s Local Phj J adelphia w.s one hot spot with two 
or three factions quarelling. "Be careful of the 
situation," Hoopes warned his successor, Sarah 
Limbach. "I succeeded in keeping in the good graces of 
both while I was State Secretary,. although I could never 
22 
under stand how I did ••• " 
Du.ring his stay in l.Jorristown, Hoopes made his first 
try for public office and suffered his first defeat. "I 
ran for district attorney a.nd Congress, but it didn't mean 
anything in Montgomery County," Hoopes said, explainmg 
that· the county was a Republican s:tronghold, In 1923 
when he ran for district attorney, he wrote to another 
Socialist la-wyer, John Landberg of Philadelphia, to talk 
Landberg into running for a judgeship. Any lawyer, Hoopes 
:J 
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explained, could run for judge, but the district attorney 
had to be a resident of the county. He recalls a 1928 
meeting of candidates of the }'lain Line League of Women 
Voters where he spoke for Norman Thomas' candidacy. Hoopes 
said the Republican speaker who represented Herbert Hoover 
rambled on and on about Hoover's successful attempt to 
get industry to use more standardized parts. "I said to 
the group that I hoped they didn't think that I was one of 
the nuts that Hoover didn't standardize," Hoopes joked. 
"I knew I wouldn't get many votes fror the national ticket] 
from the group; it was hard-core Republican. 2J 
In 1925 Hoopes remarried; thi~ time nout of meeting." 
His second 'Wife -was Hazelette Miller, a lv1ethodist. On 
January 1, 1927, Darlington Hoopes, Jr,, the first of their 
three chj]dren, was born. 24 
When the Socialists came to power in the· city of 
... Reading in 1927, Hoopes decided to move into the city. 
Recalling Hoopes' first visit to Reading, one old-time 
. Reading Socialist, Irvin \'leber, said Hoopes entered the 
side door of the Labor Lyceum, the Socialist meeting hall, 
and introduced himself to J aines Maurer, then acknowledged. 
leader of the Party, "He told J:im. he was a Socialist from 
l~orristown and that he wanted to see if he . could open an 
·15 
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office as a S0cialist 1 la:wyer, Jim said the Socialists 
:had no particular lawyer so Hoopes opened an office, moved 
to town, got started, and made good, u \'leber related. Not 
an admirer of Hoopes personally, iveber called him a 
"carpetbagger," tvho vras in the Socia.list Party "for the 
money he could get out of it." But Weber conceded that 
Hoopes, while not popular locally, became a valuable man 
to the Party. 25 
" Hoopes arrived in Reading Decen1ber 10, 1927, to find 
himself already a loser as the Socialists, unknown to him, 
. -placed his name on the ba]lot as a candidate for judge 
through a write-in vote, In May of 1928 he became assist-
ant city soliciter for Reading's Socia.list administration. 26 
Although not a deeply" religious man, Hoopes had 
extended the humanitarian Quaker philosophy into the 
economic .and political fields and embraced Socialism. His 
brand of Socialism was based on a deep concern for the 
individual; in fa.ct, he advocated complete "civil rights" 
for blacks long before that concept was pop11Jar.27 As a. 
Christian Socia.list, Hoopes espoused a brand of Socialism 
different from Reading's SocialiSin which was based on the 
labo~ movement, Reading's only Socialist lawyer, he quickly 
rose to a leadership position. 
16 
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'THE LEGISLATIVE YEA..-q,s 
What Darlington Hoopes found when he entered Reading . 
in 1927 was an established, indigenous Socialist Party. 
The Socialist movement had begun in Rea.ding in 1896. A. 
strong, viable political party, it often outpolled the 
"old parties" in local elections. In addition, it gave 
the Petu1zylvania State Federation of Labor its president 
from 1912 to 1928 and the Socialist Party its vice pres-
idential nominee in 1928 and again in 1932.1 
Aside from this state and national recognition, the 
Reading Party centered around a nucleus of leaders vrho 
provided it with stability and 'respectability. The Rea.ding 
voters trusted. men like James H. l-1aurer, J. Henry Stump, 
Birch viilson, and Darlington Hoopes as well as the rank-
and-file members, ~,,J'ith the.: exception of Hoopes, Socia.list 
leaders were native to Berks County, and a.11 contributed 
to community life, 2 The community-at-large did not see 
the Socia.lists as wild-eyed, bomb-throwing irrnnigrant 
radicals, 
Socialism in Rea.ding.was more tha.n a political move-
ment. The Party owned a large meeting hall called the 
Labor Lyceum, a picnic grove, and a newspaper through a. 
17 
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holding company. Meet:ings v1ere always family affairs. The 
Reading Party had developed grad1Ja]Jy. Avoiding the pit-
falls of other reform movements, the Reading comrades had 
created a political power base within the labor movement by 
educating and organizing the workers,3 
Once the gradual rise of the Socia.list Party in 
:Rea.ding had climaxed in 1928 with the election of the first 
Stump administration, the ~fficiency and honesty of the 
administration created a. climate of public opinion which 
ma.de Reading Socialists face the 1930 election with guarded 
enthusiasm, With on~v 876 Socialist Party members in 
Local Berks, they slated Darlington Hoopes and Mrs. LjJjth 
tlilson a.s Socialist candidates for the county's t-vro Gen-
eral Assembly seats. Hoopes, tlhen assistant city soliciter 
for the St1.unp administration and a newcomer to Berks County, 
conducted his ·first political campaign in the county, Mrs. 
Wilson, a graduate of the RandcSchool, had served on the 
National Executive Committee (N.E.C.) of the Socialist Party. 4 
· Both of the Socialists were elected in spite of 
constitutional requirements which disenfranchized many of 
the uneznployed as voting eligibility was determined by the 
payment of state or cotmty taxes within a two-year period. 
Hoope·s with 7,413 votes beat out his nearest major party 
,, 
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opponent, Fred Behm, a Democrat, 
while 11rs. Wilson edged. out Behm by a mere 75 votes, 
Together the Socialists polled a little less than 40 per 
cent of the total vote in a six-vray race. Hoopes attributed 
. 
the Socia.list victory not to the Depression but to the 
inabiJjty of the old parties ·:to get out the vote. Since 
only slightly more than 18,000 voters went to the polls in 
1930 as against more than 29,000 in 19;34, the next of"f-year 
election, the possibility of the Hoopes explaination 
cannot be discounted.5 
During the campaign the Socialist candidates paid lip 
service to the ultimate Socialist demand: the establishment 
of a cooperative commonwealth. However, immediate demands 
for the tteasing of conditions for workers" dominated the 
campaign. The Socialist candidates' platform called for 
a state constitutio~al amendment t,o permit old age 
pensions, the enactment of laws providing for unemploy-
ment insurance and occupational disease eompensation, and 
the abolition of the fee system for tax collection, 6 
The two Socialist legislators fought for relief for 
the working class during their six years in the General 
Assembly. In 1931 alone they introduced. more than 30 
major bj.J] s calling for socialized medicine, better relief 
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programs and protection for the aged, unemployed and 
disabled., tax a.nd municipal reform, free dog licenses, and 
Sunday fishing. 7 
Whan James H. Maurer, the Socialist "old war horse," 
served as a Socialist member of the General Assembly in 
1917, he had pushed. an old age pension bi] J through the 
legislature only to see it declared unconstitutional by the 
State Supreme Court in 1924. Hoopes introduced a s4mjJar 
biJ l in 1931. . It ca.lied for a pension of $30 a month for 
all people over 60 who were without adequate means of 
support. In a 1931 radio speech Hoopes related. to the 
voters of Berks County what happened to the bi]l. He told 
the audience that a deluge of letters and petitions had 
twice forced the chairman of the Labor Committee to call a 
meeting, but, Hoopes said, the connnittee had voted to post-
pone action indefinite~. Hoopes report that his attempt 
to force the committee to discharge the bill was defeated. 
... 
by a vote of 107 to 35. Later, Hoopes introduced a bjlJ 
cal] jng for a constitutional amendment to allot1 such 
. 8 pensions. 
Hoopes £ought to protect the unemployed worker and to 
lesson the social stigma of unemployment and poverty. He 
tried without success to have state relief put on a cash 
20 · 
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· basis for he felt that the system of food vouchers then 
used in Pe:rmsylvania ,,ras harmful to the self-esteem of 
recipients. He also introduced bills which would have 
made it iJlegal to evict an unemployed worker from his 
house or apartment. To finance these programs, Hoopes called 
for a steep graduated state :income tax of two to ten per 
cent.9 
In 1931 Hoopes ran unsuccessfully for district attorney 
of Berks County. He opposed Wellington Bartolet, a fusion 
-
candidate on both the Republican and Democratic tickets, 
which were strongly influenced by Berks County industrial 
leaders. Appeals to emotionalism marked the campaign with 
the fusion candidates charging the Socialists with being 
un-American and Anti-Christian. In addition, the Socialist 
administration was accused of driving industry from the 
city. Bartolet said that Hoopes' reason for running for 
district attorney was not to \save the peopli3 but to get 
power. He called I{oopes a u counterfeit, make-believe 
Socialist • "lO 
Returning to his General Assembly seat, Hoopes was 
criticized by. his Socialist comrades in 1932 when he 
introduced a one-cent state poll tax which the national 
,;, 
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Socialist Party opposed. If the tax was not enact.ad, 
Hoopes explained, state constitutional requirements 
would make it necessary for a resident to have paid 
other state or county taxes withm two years to be elig- ( 
ible to vote. Hoopes pointed to the Penn·sylvania 
unemployment figures -- the highest in the nation -- to 
justify the nominal poll tax. ll 
In the same year Hoopes and 11rs. \vilson fought un-
successfully the enactment of a one-cent state sales tax 
which they felt would bear down bard on the unemployed 
and on the working man. Hoopes contended that the leaders 
of the two major parties put great pressure on their 
:111embers to vote for the tax: "I personally was assured by 
a number of Philadelphia representatives that they 
disapproved of the bill. But these people voted for the 
sales tax after they received their orders."12 
Although most of the bilJ.s introduced by Hoopes and 
lvfrs. vlilson concerned u:ilnmediate dem.andij" occasionally a 
truly Socialist proposal surfaced. In 1932, for example, 
Hoopes introduced a bill urging the establishment of 
"employment service districts," By using eminent domain 
laws, the state would take over idle farms and factories 
where unemplQYed could work producing food,· clothing, and 
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shelter materials to be distributed to the unemployed. 
Hoopes also introduced a resolution which recommended that 
the United States Congress do the same thing. I1e later 
called on Congress to socialize the country's banks, 
These schemes had no chance to pass. They were, however, 
good propaganda moves for Hoopes both locally with his 
constituents and nationally with his out-of-state comrades.13 
Since 1932 was a presidential election year, the 
.. 
Socialists did not face fusion candidates, and Hoopes, 
running for reelection to the General Assembly, again led. 
all the candidates. He polled 11,773 votes -- 38.7 per 
cent of the total vote. He ran a.head of President Herbert 
Hoover who received the highest number of presidential 
votes at ll,568. -}'.lrs, l'lilson trailed slightly behind 
Hoopes with ll,299 votes, The two Socialist assemblymen 
ran on the slogan, ''Human rights above property rights," 
according to the Pioneer. This nevrspaper, a Socia.list 
publication, was distributed. monthly- to every household 
in Rea.ding and to many cOW1ty homes as wen.14 
At an election eve Socialist ralzy Hoopes spoke on 
·his campaign slogan: 
The Socialist Party proposed to make a 
change in the present system. so that industry 
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will serve the needs of a.11 people instead______ ... ..... ..,, 
of ma.king mj.]Jionaires of a few and paupers 
. of the many .15 
During the 1932 election the "old party" candidates 
· resurrected their battle cry- that the Socialists drove 
industry from t·he city and prevented new industry from 
coming in. In a common political move, they charged that 
1ivestern Electric had intended to locate in Reading but went 
to Baltimore instead because of Reading's Socialist 
administration, Shortly after the election, Western 
Electric sent a letter to 11a.yor Stump which stated: "As 
·we desired a seaboa.rd location, Reading was never 
considered. n 16 
The fusionists even accused the Socialists of ta.king_ 
Santa Claus ai-1ay from children. In Plain Talk, a fusion 
campaign pamphlet, they said that the '*Rea.ding Reds" were 
attempting to br:ing Red Russia to Berks County. 0 Red 
Russia does not believe in Christmas, 0 the pamphlet 
charged., "They stifle the joy of youth. ul7 
Hoopes ·credited the wide distribution of the Pioneer 
a.nd year-round radio broadcasts for his reelection. 
Another Socialist publication, the Advocate, reported that 
the victory· indicated the triumph· of Socia.list principles. 
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iniether or not this was ture§ it was certain that Berks 
, ... , 
. County voters approved of the action of the Socialist 
assemblymen. The election showed the older parties that · 
\~, 
·if they expected to win they wou]d have to submerge 
their individual identities and revert to the 1931 fusion 
t t . 18 ac 1.cs. . 
Republican machines in the major cities of Pennsyl-
vania went down to ignoble defeat m 1933. Six days later 
the state's progressive Republican governor, Gifford 
Pinchot, called the state legislature into special session. 
Pinchot hoped that the timing of the session would ha.ve a 
po-ychological effect on the machine Republicans who still 
controlled. the legislature. He felt that either the 
machine would capit11J ate and allow the needed social 
legislation to pass or it would block the legislation 
and be "on the spot'' in a way which would lead to disaster 
to the ma.chine in the 1934 legislative elections, 19 
Among the social bills the legislature considered 
were old age pensions, unemployment insurance, prevention 
of evictions, minim.um wage, hour regulation, ratification 
of the Federal Child-Labor Amendment, control of the 
distribution Of liquor, creation of housing corporations, 
and election reform. 20 
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At the opening meeting, Pinch&t._, a mave1tick 
·, 
· Republican, made a politic plea to the legislature to 
forget politics and .. join with me in a single-minded effort 
to serve the Commonwealth." For a short time it appeared 
the solons might do just that as Republicans and Democrats 
quickly enacted ~ "creditable" law to control the distri-
bution of intoxicants. 'rhen the bubble of good works 
bur st, and the social legislation bills were consigned to 
committees to die lingering deaths since the ma.chine 
Republicans who controlled the c01nmittees refused to report 
the bills out onto the floor, 21 
It was at this point that Darlington Hoopes emerged 
as a leader by default. Both the Pinchot Republicans and 
the Democratic leaders wanted some o:f the legislation to 
.. ,,· 
pass. As some newspapermen said, "The boys realized 1934 
.. 
is election year." But neither the Republicans or the 
Democrats wanted the other party to get the credit, and 
neither wanted the blame which various groups such as the 
l·fanufacturers! A.ssociation would direct. So they approached 
Hoopes. 22 
"They knew the Socialists were infinitesmal [sic] 
and didn't mean anything; I was no threat. They also lmew 
that I had parliamentary training,.. Hoopes recalled. 23, 
. .. ~ 
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Hoopes was regarded by friend and foe alike as an 
excellent parliamentarian_ and orator. He was an able 
lawyer often called on by labor groups to draw up bj.lls. 
But for Hoopes to introduce a bill was to have it still-
born. No bill he introduced ever passed; in fact, up to 
the time of the special session no bill he introduced was 
24 even reported out of committee. 
Most of the social legislation was bogged down in the 
Labor Committee which simply did not meet. .Hoopes moved for 
a twenty-minute recess to give the connnittee, chaired by 
Wilson Yeakel of Bucks County, a chance to meet. 25 
"I had the two-thirds Vote necessary (ror adjournm.en-tJ , " 
Hoopes remembered. "It was different. I was used to get-
tmg two votes, mine and :t-1rs, Wilson's, u The vote on the 
recess was 175 to eight. 26 
Hoopes said that Yeakel, whom he termed "a stupid 
fool, 0 decided not to report on the bills. Seventeen 
members of the 20-member Labor Committee 1,m.nted action on 
the 14 bills referred to them. After stalling for three 
days, Yeakel finally called up only three bills of which 
two were decidedly anti-labor. In response, Hoopes 
threatened to prolong the session if action was not taken 
and succeeded in forcing the bills out of connnittees. The 
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.move was not uncontested as the Elk County representative, 
John 1'1, Flynn, president of the state.Manufacturers' 
.Association, tried to outmanuever Hoopes by moving for 
adjournment, B,ven though the move was non-debatable, it 
failed. 27 
In all, ten bills were forced out of the Constitutional 
Amendment and Labor Committees, When the General Assembly 
voted, seven of the bills passed, including the Child 
Labor Amendment ( 174-6) and an old age assistance 
bill (1.54-14). 29 
Newspapermen had a heyday and proclaimed the special 
~ession a "revolution° of the legislature. It remained 
a paper revolution, however, because the Senate -- known 
as "the slaughter house" to labor men -- proved to be 
more formidable. Reportedly under the control of 
Joseph R, Grundy, organizer and chairman of the board of 
the state Manufacturers' Association, the senators passed 
only the Child Labor Amendment and emasculated versions -· .. °'p 
of the old age assistance and election reform bills • 
. Indeed it was a fluke which allowed the Child Labor Amend-
ment to pass, The senators were reluctant to oppose the 
amendment openly as they did not want to oppose the 
National Recovery Aet, which stood against child labor. 
28 
By the time the bill -ha.d passed both chambers, the subtle. 
assassins from the Senate calculated that there would not 
be enough time for either house to pass on the other's bi]] .• 
Thus the amendment would have died, Back in the House 
Hoopes outgeneraled the Grundy group by moving for a 
suspension of the rules which permitted the chamber to pass 
the Senate biJl. State newspapermen voted Hoopes ttthe 
outstanding State Legislature" for his performance, 30 
In the regular 1933 session Hoopes sponsored a bill 
to permit fishing on Sunday. It was one of the most 
popular bills he introduced. He noted that rich men filled 
the state's country club golf courses on a Sunday as they 
pursued their recreation, and he contended that the working 
class should be permitted to fish on Sunday. A simjlar 
bill finally passed the legislature in 1933 only to be 
vetoed by Governor Pirichot because he sa.id it was "contrary 
to traditions of this. state! 0 3l 
Up for reelection in 1934, Hoopes and Mrs. Wilson 
a.gain faced fusion candidates whom they defeated. During 
1934 the Socialis·ts developed a block-worker system which 
sent workers door-to-door to get voters registered which 
certainly aided the Socialist vote. 'Hoopes said: .,This 
-
victory in Reading ••• was due more than anything to careful 
,, 
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planning and hard work ••• we centered our effort: upon 
personal work in every ward and precinct of this city." 32 
Another reason for the victory was a partial failure 
of the fusion. The fusion had elected Herbert }i. Rapp, 
' 
a Democrat, and Darlington R. Kulp, a Republican, to face= 
the incumbent Socialists. However, a maverick Democratic 
la-wyer, Mark J,.owers, refused to go along with the fusion 
deal. He filed in the Democra.ticGprimary .. and· won one. of 
the Democr:ati'C· n·omination·s for_ state ·legislature.- S·inc:e 
·he refused t=o: withdraw his ria.me', tl1E:3 Republicans accused 
the Democra-t~ s o_f not living up to their side of the fusion 
bargaµ,.. The Reading Ea,gle said of this problem: "Social-
ist strategists prepar~g for the fall election are report-
ed by observers as chuckling happily over the dilemma ••• ,,33 
The Socialist incumbents received the endorsement \...-
:of· many labor organizations -- the State Federation of 
Labor, four railroad brotherhoods, and many local unions. 
They even got a ringing ~n~orsement from the heretofore 
hostile Reading Times: 
They [Hocpes and Wilson] have earned the 
support of every person with a social con-
science in Berks County, Theirs have been 
mightlt voices in the Assembly for every measure 
which hopes to lift a bit of the burden of the 
ordinary man. In the clo_sing days of the past 
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special session their work has been exception-
ally notable, Despite the fact that they are 
members of a minority party, they compelled 
the legislature to act upon many measures of 
social and individual justice, 
There is talk of a fusion of parties in 
the coming election,· So far as Hoopes and 
1i/ilson are concerned, the only fusion justi-
fied by their record in the unity of all 
p.arties in behalf of their nomination and 
election, 34 
When the votes were counted Hoopes had defeated the 
fusion. He polled 15,029 votes -- 51,4 per cent of the 
total and carried 73 of the county's 141 precincts. Mrs, 
\..J"ilson also won with 49 per cent of the vote, 35 
Hoopes, who worked to lessen the burden on the 
working class, did not trust the l~ew Deal. In two 
letters, almost identically worded, he said: .. I do 
not consider the New Deal a swing leftward, but merely 
an effort to stabilize capitalism by its more interested 
supporters. The crumbs which are being thrown to labor 
I believe to be only incidental and temporary, 11 36 
By 1935 labor unions in the state were working through 
Hoopes to draft most of their bills. This was done sub 
rosa because Hoopes' mark placed the kiss of death on any 
b_ill. Hoopes wrote a Socialist comrade in 1935: "Privately, 
and definitely not for publication, there is no question but 
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what the State Federation of Labor is working through 
me -- in fact to such an extent that I have b·een given the 
. job of redrafting one of their most important bills and 
getting the administration to adopt the Amendment [Feder-
al Child Labor A.mendmen'ij • " 37 
Hoopes fought to protect fledgling unions of the 
state, He opposed legislative investigations into the 
operations of labor organizations. When the General 
Assembly sought to investigate the miners' union in 
Luzerne County, Hoopes objected: "T-he only proper purpose 
of a legislative investigation is to discover facts upon 
which proper legislation may be based, To permit a 
legislature to investigate a labor union would establish 
a precedence which to my mind would be dangerous. u He 
·received a telegram from the state secretary of the 
Communist Party, H. Connor of Shamokin, endorsing his 
stand and thanking him for advocating the withdrawal of 
troops from Wilkes Barre and other efforts on behalf of 
strikers. "Yours for a United Front of all workers,,. the 
telegram closed. Hoopes, who did not favor a united 
front with Communists or anyone else, failed to answer 
the telegram. 38 
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During the same year his anti-eviction bill went down 
to defeat for the sixth time. Late in the 1935 session of 
the legislature a.n old age assistance bill of $40 million 
passed. The new law called for assistance to persons over 
70, Later the appropriation was cut to less than $20 
million by Governor Earle. Hoopes reported in the Pioneer 
that there were tf ••• too few real friends of labor in 
,, 
state lawmaking bodies to over-ride his [Earle's] decision."39 
If Hoopes did not consider Luzerne miners' unions the 
proper target for a legislative investigation, he did con-
sider relief boards and employment bureaus a fair mark, 
He chaired investigations into the workings of both in 
probes in }lay of 1935, During the investigation, it came 
out that there were only 40 cases (plus 25 more pending) 
of chiseling out of 6,400 welfare cases or about 22,000 
individuals. Helen M. Bolger, supervisor of the county 
relief program, testified that she advised clients to 
cu:t down on clothing if they were having trouble getting 
along, urt will be necessary for the unemployed of Berks 
County to start a nudist colony, .. Hoopes shot back. He 
was angered by Miss Bolger because he felt she was faking 
laryngitis to avoid having the large audience hear her. 
A handwritten note from a relief group leader to Hoopes 
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saids "Don't"let he:r evade each question, Make her 
squarely. She • shrewd. ..40 answer l.S 
-
Hoopes ran for a. judgeship in 1935, He again faced a 
fusion candidate and lost. As he told Juiius Gerber, a 
New York Party leader: " ••• I did not expect to be elected, 
but the fact that I polled over 31,000 votes while my 
opponent on both tickets got only 41,000 has made a tre-
mendous impression upon the Berks County politicians·-;n41 
Hoopes fought for increased unemployment benefits in 
1936. He underlined the plight of the unemployed by showing 
that the existing monthly benefits of $27,73 for a family of 
four forced each member of the family to live on 24 cents a 
day. Breaking the figures down still ·further, Hoopes said 
this meant that ea.ch person was allowed eighteen cents a 
day for food ( or six cents a meal) , two-thirds of a cent for 
fuel, three and one-third cents for clothing, one and one-
. half cents for rent, and the rest -- one-half cent -- for 
water, light, and medical ca.re, In spite of' Hoopes' 
efforts, the administration-sponsored unemployment 
insurance bill was railroaded through the legislature 
fifteen-minute session in 1936.42 
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The strong background in parliamentary procedure which 
, ...... 
Hoopes had usually gave the two Socialist_ legislators con-
l 
.e--
·! 
siderable ~fluence in the General Assembly. In the 
I, ) 
1936 session even this parliamentary procedure failed in 
the face of dictatorship of the chair as the House pushed 
through eleven bills at the last minute before adjournment. 
-· The General Assembly had met for two weeks, and, according 
to Hoopes, it had only promised to provide relief for 18 
more days. He charged that the only reason the House was 
still in session was "because the majority caucus agreed as 
a political gesture to stay in session while the Senate is 
away ... 43 
He suggested a roll-call to see if there was a 
quorum to vote on the bills which were not available in 
printed form to the legislators, Roy E, Furman, Speaker 
of the House, told him that the clerk reported a quorum. 
Hoopes demanded a roll call and Furman replied that he 
had not asked for one. Immediately the "order of the day" 
was called, and the Democratic "steamroller" began. 44 
Hoopes vainly tried to get recognition by shouting·' 
,,, 
. 
0 Mr. Speaker" at intervals of about 30 seconds throughout 
the 15-minute session. Furman ignored him while the clerk 
completed first readings of all bills. Immediately following 
the readings, a Democratic leader moved for adjournment. 
A shout of "Aye" went up; no call was made for the "Nays. u 
3;.". • ~ ! 
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Following adjournment Hoopes was immediately surrounded by 
Democrats who shook his hand. One Philadelphia Democrat 
shouted to State Cha-irman David L. Lawrence: nwe're sell-
. ing out and running out." He was rushed into a floor con-
ference with other Democrats trying to pacify him, Another 
legislator congratulated Hoopes: "It was the worst kind of 
politics -- worse than the Republicans ever did ... 45 
Former General Assembly members remember Hoopes as an 
orator and parliamentarian. State Senator George Wade, 
who served in the House from 1930 until 1934, said that 
unar lington' s strong point was his ability to orate at 
length,· and when he talked, he feared no abasement. n Daniel 
Stricker of Lancaster, who served with Hoopes from 1930 
until 1932, recalled that Hoopes t•took the lead on the 
floor." Warren K. Hess, who succeeded Hoopes in 1936, said 
the Socialist assemblyman was "recognized as an outstanding 
parliamentarian who took advantage of technicalities and 
rules. u 46 
"Darlington was trying hard to be extreme. He was try-
ing to reach ahead fifty years. He knew he was out of tune 
with the time," Sen. \i/ade said. Hess indicated that 
·::piembers of the House respected Hoopes although they often 
disagreed wit.h him: · "He was recognized because of his 
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interest in so·c,ia..·l. ·legislation which wasn it too popular 
" 
than. ;,47 
l\Joting that. much. qf the legislation espoused by· t.h:e 
' 
Socialists was ~naeted by Roosevelt, Sen. Wade said that 
he felt Hoopes "could have served better in the Democratic 
fold. He would have gotten more accomplished. 0 At the 
age of ninety, Birch Wilson contended that the greatest 
contribution of Hoopes and Mrs. Wilson involved bringing 
plausible. social legislation to the attention of leaders 
of t_he other partiesz "I suggested that she lv1rs. Wilson 
introduce a bill for the state to take over the liquor 
industry. Her bill with her name on it didn°t go any-
wherf', but the Democrats' and Republicans' bill just like 
\ 
it with their names on it went through," Wilson recalled 
that the same thing happened to numerous bills including 
one which put the treasurer of third class cities on a 
salary rather than a commission.48 
Hoopes, himself, felt that his major contribution was 
in preventing bad legislation from passing: ''I was the 
watchdog. I sat in the back seat where I could see all 
200 members. I could see who talked to whom. Once the 
leaders said they were going to postpone action on a 
particular· bill and fifteen minutes later they called it 
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up hoping I'd be a sleep, I was very careful to be there 
·in the House from beginning to end,"49 
. He said. theF· average member of the legisls. ture was a 
tool of his party's leaders and that even floor leaders 
were far from able, "Once some Democrats came to me and 
asked for help beC4use the Republicans had tied them up on 
' 
parliamentary procedure. I said 'To heck with it. You 're 
having your d_og fight. Go to it,' Then I watched the 
fun, and after hours of them arguing, I moved and cut the 
lmot right away." 50 
In 1936 the Roosevelt landslide .covered Berks County 
which had voted for Hoover four years before. Roosevelt 
pulled in the entire Berks County Democratic ticket on his 
coattails. Even though it did not face fusion, the entire 
Socialist ticket went down to defeat; Hoopes, who had 
polled more than fifty per cent of the vote just two years 
previously, was defeated soundly. He finished fifth in 
an eight-way race for the two Berks County seats in the 
General Assembly. He told Sarah Limbach shortly after the 
election that the Socialists did not have a chance against 
the Roosevelt landslide: "The blizzard took us along 
with the Republicans, 0 51 
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, __ Hoopes' poor showing in the election against £our 
unlmowns from the old parties' tickets indicated that the 
Socialist machine in Reading was in serious trouble. The 
two assemblymen-elect, ·Democrats Albert Readinger and . 
Warren K. Hess, polled 17,320 and 17,050 votes respectively. 
Even the Republican candidates outpolled Hoopes and his new 
running-mate Williams. Miller got 10,156 votes and Neilman 
9,818 votes to Hoopes' 9,080 and ivilliams' 8,105, Two 
break-away Socialists from the left-wing of the Party 
pulled in about 400 votes each in a write-in campaign.52 
· No one seemed to be more ~sed than old party 
leaders by the vote. Hess and Readinger had been nominated 
a·s sacrificial goats since fusion tactics were impossible 
in a presidential year. IZeadinger, a lawyer for two years 
at the time, and Hess, who had been admitted to the bar only 
six months previously, were told they couldn't win but that 
the publicity would help them in their practices. "We 
thought we had the· snowball's chance in hell," Hess said. 
"We didn't win; Roosevelt carried us in with the enormous 
vote he got. The two most surprised people in Reading 
were Readinger and myself." Hoopes was also surprised. 
While he expected. some labor defection, he had not antici-
p~ted labor going to the Democratic Party in great numbers.53 
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Another reason for the poor showing of Hoopes in the 
election was. the inability of the Socialist Party to con-
duct an effective campaign because of a right-left split in. 
the national and local parties. Instead of fighting the 
Democrats and Republicans, local and national Socialists 
fought a civil war among themselves. In October, the 
Pioneer, the local Socialist paper controlled by the 
right wing Old Guard, found it necessary to list Hoopes 
as a member of the Old Guard, which was the majority 
faction of the Party in Reading. The paper stated that 
"wreckers, 11 meaning the left Wlllg, were out to defeat 
Hoopes in spite of his 11 splendid record of service. to 
the workers, the unemployed, the aged and the unfortu-
J' 
t tt nae ••• It went on to charge that 0 party wreckers .. had 
entered into alliances with Communists to "do outside the 
party what they once did within the party.n According to 
the Pioneer, the leftists were attempting a sticker 
campaign to .. defeat, not elect. ".54 
The split confused the voters in Berks County. Both· 
) 
the Rea.ding Eagle and the Reading Times as well as the 
local Socialist publications gave extensive coverage to 
the split. The voters -- most of whom learned the 
intricacies of vote splitting from the Socialists -- were 
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registered mainly in the old parties a.nd voted Socialist 
in local contests. Now \hey did not know where to turn. 
They wanted to lmow which faction was really the +Socialist 
Party. All this factionalism led to confusion on the 
part of the .Berk:s County voters who never liked to 
"waste" or 11 lose" their votes by voting for the loser.55 
Hoopes was fond of sa~g that 11You never lose Y:Our 
vote when you vote for what iou want. You do lose it 
vrhen you vote for what you don't want and get it... He 
constantly asked people to vote their hopes and not their 
fears. But in 1936 the peoples' fears were stronger than 
their hopes. And so they voted Democratic. Hess adTflitted 
that the split helped him and Readinger, ••Quite a few people 
who were ardent Socialists supported us because the Party 
split." 56 
Hoopes was magnanimous in defeat. In a· radio speech 
after the election, he called his successful opponents 
utwo clean-cut young lawyers whom· I believe will strive 
to represent the people of Reading faithfully. He closed 
with a swipe at the old parties: "Just how far their party 
leaders will let them go is another question."57 
As evidenced by his P.erforma.nce during the 1933 special 
session of the legislature, Hoopes was an able legislator, 
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With only two Social~st. vot:~:$. iI1 the ;'Hpuse, he. could not 
get his bills pa·ssed; he did, however·, make the leaders 
of ·th.e. other parties aware of public: opinion. By forcing 
.:le:gi:slators ·to go on record in roll-call vot-rrs, he madt, 
the.fr vote,s: ·p.art of the public record for ~their ·constituents 
'f to. read. .H·e. f.orced good legislation through by app.~a.ling 
·t·o the ·con.science: o..f. those who had one and 'by reminding 
t:hos·e without a .$00:La]~ cons·c:ience that t.,he p¢9pl~ would 
not reelect theni' if t!t~y failed to enact good laws. As far 
as Hoopes was cohc.erned, he was a success as a legislator. 
His popularity, as: well as the general of the Socialists· 
in Reading, was obvioi.1s: f·or .Qis higl1 vote tallies, It ., 
took a landslide· vo.t·e .·for· ft:oo.sevelt and. his program which 
embraced many of the :socri.ali:sts' '"~:ecii:at:e demands" to 
defeat .Hoopes. 
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., YEA.RS OF DIVISION 
· :Obituary notices announcing the death of th·e Soc-
ialist Party appeared throughout the prosperous 1920' s. 
During the Depressiop years, however, the Party -- like 
Lazarus -- rose again, ·By drawing into its ranks a 
. young group of well-educated middle-class idealists, the. 
Party gained new life. Unfortunately, as had so often 
been the case, factionalism brought by these new recruits 
led to a split and to the eventual, complete, and 
undisputed death of the Party. 
The resurrection began a matter of days after the 
Wall Street debacle as Socialists achieved reasonable 
success in municipal elections, including Reading. The 
comrades, eager to build a strong movement, started to 
work, By 1930 the hard work of Clarence Senior, national 
secretary, the vigor of Norman Thomas, the membership 
and ,fund drives, and propaganda work resulted. in gratifying 
IT 
success in }1ilwaukee and Reading where Lilith Wilson and 
Darlington Hoopes were elected to the state legislature. 
Within the national Party in the 1930' s there 
developed. three factions, each fighting for control of the 
Party. These factions were the Old Guard, the Progressives, 
and the Militants .• 1 
.4·.q··· 
. . ·J' 
:., .. 
\·· 
Veteran Party members -- old union men and farmers --
who entered the Party in its infant days made up the 
faction known as the Old Guard. Strongest in New York, 
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Maryland, and Connecticut, 
they adhered to an orthodox Marxian ideology. Scholars 
. 
studying the movement in the' 1930' s have offered estimates 
of Old G11a.rd strength ranging up to · forty per cant of the 
total Socialist movement. Not radically inclined, they 
believed in a legal and evolutionary Socialism and to the 
disgust of more militant members emphasized reform rather 
than Socialism during elections, By virtue of their 
longevity in the Party, they controlled many Party leader-
ship positions. 2 
The opponents of the Old Guard formeq. two groups: 
the I"1arxist-Leninist Mj)itants and the non-Marxian 
Progressives, A.11 but a handful of both of these factions 
were "Johnnies-come-lately" to the Socialist scene. The 
Militants, a small but extremely vocal faction, had 
entered the Party in the 1930' s with little sympathy for 
,. 
·'i' 
the gradualism of the Old G11ard. 'rhe iv.Iilitants' stronghold 
was the Young Peoples' Socialist League (YPSL or Yipsels), 
especially in New York City where young Jewish undergraduates, 
.<J 
I 
em.bittered and disillusioned by the Depression and 
fear'ruJ. of the growth of fascism dom:lnated the group.3 
. Finally, there was l~orman 'rhomas' faction -- the 
Progressives. Many of Thomas' closest supporters were 
ministers and college professors. · Strongest in the Mid 
West, this group of intellectual, middle class, native-
born Socialists felt that the Old Guard traditionalism 
prevented Party advancement. They exhibited many shades 
of opinion and were not a cohesive group. The Progressives 
avoided doctrinaire 14arxism; their goal was the establish-
ment of a party to represent labor and farmers. If the . 
American people. accepted the Socialist Party as the 
political vehicle to gain control for these groups, all 
well and good; if not, then the Progressives were 'Willing 
to form into another party to achieve their goals.4 
Darlington Hoopes was extremely Bard to classify into 
any of the three national factions. Harkening back to 
an earlier classificat.ion, he referred to himself as a 
"centrist." He rejected the concept of three factions. 
While insisting that there was no such category as the 
Progressives, he admitted he was closer to Norman Thomas' 
faction than to the Old Guard on the national level. His 
· brand of Socialism, based on Christian idealism, would 
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place him in with Thomas' factiol'l:•-· But on the local 
level Hoopes did not have a Progressive faction to join. 
In explaining Hoopes' position, lv1ark Brown a former Reading 
Yipsel, said: "vlell, Darlington was a Quaker, you lmow, and 
a la-wyer besides. He wanted to be all things to all people, 
+n the final analysis,. when it came down. to a show-down 
locally, he supported the Old Gua.rd, 0 On the national level, 
Hoopes more o~en than not voted with Thomas.' 
The factors which contributed to this disunity among 
the Socialist comrades were ( 1) a "generation gap," 
( 2) arguments over tactics, ( 3) sectionalism, and 
(4) personality conflicts, 6 
In the early years of the Depression, new recruits 
swarmed mto the Party, and a "generation gap" developed 
between these young and frequently well-educated Socialists 
and the conservative, estabUshed members, These older 
members, entrenched in leadership and policy-making 
positions, sought to go sl,ow. .It group of sensible, 
middle-aged veteran Socialists, who would serve as a 
buffer between the overcautiousness of the "old fogies" and 
the recklessness of the "pups," was absent since few 
recruits had entered the Party during the lean years of 
the 1920' s. 7 
h.:L. 
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A.rguments a.l·,so. arose over what t:acttc:~· t=o :use· to 
introduce Soc.ialism into the United States as capitalism 
collapsed, a phenomenon which Depression Socialists saw 
as imminent, Antagonists lined up over such issues as 
,a united front with the communists and the necessity of . 
;class warfare. 8 
Factionalism had roots in sectionalism. During the 
1920' s the Socialist Party of A.merica centered around the 
New York Party which tended to dominate Party policy and 
offices. Well-versed in :tviarx:~ai.i id.eqlogy, the New Yorkers 
loved to expound it in what others viewed as a condescending 
manner. 'I'his led to resentment on the part of non-New 
Yorkers. Tension between native-born ,and immigrant 
elements, suspicion between small town and city comrades, 
and friction 1:>etween successful and unstrcce:s--sfu.l politicians· 
contrib\lted to arguments between Sociali·sts, fr.om various 
:sections: of the country.-
Finally-, there existed the problem of personality 
conflicts between those vying for leadership positions, 1° 
Each of these four: -disunifying f a.ctor s will be developed 
.•, 
further as the discussion progresses. 
Open internecine factionalism on the national scene 
began during the Party's national conV8~ion in Milwaukee 
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in· ·1932. · Th~ l1ilitant..:.Progressive :f:acti.ons considered 
their main target to be 1·1orris Hillquit, national 
~ cl1airman and a Russian-born New York Jewish lalij'er,· 
The Militants objected to Hjllquit's high Party office 
because of his apparent opp·osition to th~ Soviet Union, 
They accused Hillquit of representing American companies 
seeking compensation from the Soviets· for .confiscated oil 
properties, Since the r.tI:fdwestern Progressives wanted to: 
form a native Socialist Party, not a l~ew York imitatioll. 
of European Socialisn, they resented Hillquit ·as a symbol. 
of New_ York control. So for different reasons, the 
.Militants and the Progressives wer·e aga:inst Hillquit.11 
·operating on the old A.rah principle of "The enemy of rrry 
enemy is my friend," the two groups joined forces. 
Hoopes had said to the Socialist secretary of the 
Northeastern District Alfred Baker Lewis that he wanted 
to "get rid of Hj]lquit because of his general reactionary 
attitude, especially upon the Russian situation. 0 12 
Hoopes continued: 
I think it most unfortunate that our 
National Chairman, • , should sign a complaint 
which ••• alleges that it was unlawful for a 
Revolutionary Government to confiscate nat-
ional resources which had been signed away 
by a Government which they overthrew. For 
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Socialism to aid in establishing •• ,that a 
Socialist Government cannot legally expro-
priate~, .the means of production is certain-
ly cont3:ary to all principles of Socia.list 
ethics, 3 
The Pennsylvania delegation to th'e convention. would 
line up against HjJlquit, according to Hoopes, because 
of anti-:New York feelings in·Reading. The Read:ing 
Socialists disliked the lmow-it~all attitude of the l'Jew 
York Socialists.14 
The convention, however, did n9t follow the Mil-. . - . 
itant-Progressive line. By a vote of 111 to 48, it 
defeated a motion to have the National Executive Committee 
(N.E.C,) elect its qirn chairman and thus oust Hillquit • 
. 
Then Old Guard James Maurer nominated Hillquit for another 
term as national chairman. Maurer had been involved 
previously Lll the movement to dmnp Hj.llquit. Maurer, who 
had just returned from a Russian trip, resented Hillquit' s 
stand on Soviet expropriation. Hillquit explained his 
beliefs to Maurer who was satisfied,15 
William F. Quick' s nominating speech for Hillquit' s 
opponent, Milwaukee's Mayor Daniel Hoan, was a colossal 
blunder reminiscent of the "Rum, Romanism, and Rebel] ion" 
speech of 1884. Quick argued that the national chairman 
" 
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:Of the Party should be unmistakably "American,"' Dramat-
icalzy, Hillquit played the unfortunate remark to its 
fullest: "I apologize for being born abroad, for being 
a_ J·ew, and living in :New York," He won by a vote of 108 
to 81, Within the Reading delegation, Old Guardsmen, 
Maurer and lirs. Wilson voted for Hillquit; Hoopes voted 
against. Hoopes came to regret his vote to oust Hillquit: 
"I became convinced that Hi] lquit was :a sound Socialist 
and an abler leader than those who took over after he 
died. He was not as far right as the rest of the group 
like Waldman and Oneal." Hoopes called Hi) J quit a 
"bri11 iant" Socialist, lawyer, and speaker •16 
The convention elected Hoopes to the I~.E.C, with 
Militant-Progressive support and }frsi 1Iilson with Old 
Guard support, !Jot overwhelmed by the honor, Hoopes had 
written Lewis in 1931: ur am ·-not: at all anxious to be 
.. 
a member of the N.E.C,, but if· I am nominated, I 
will stand and try to do all I ca.n··-to'·help the movement." 
Outvoted. jn the N.E.C. by one vote, the Militant-Progressive 
faction listed Hoopes, minister l~orman Thomas, Harvard 
professor Sprague Collidge, Indiana labor organizer 
- I Powers Hapgood, and }11ilwaukee Ivlayor Hoan. The Old Guard 
members were Ivlrs, Wilson, Hillquit, lv1ontana labor leader _ 
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James D. Graham, Californian John c. Packard, Bridgeport 
t,,Iayor Jasper McLevy, and Wisconsin labor or·ganizer Leo 
17 Krzychi. 
The 1932 Socialist platform listed twelve immediate 
demands aside from the call for public cnmership of the 
. 
principal industries.. Their demands dealt with relief 
of unemployment. Hoopes disliked the platform, the 
emphasis put on economic reform within the eystem and the 
· emphasis on: relief and recovery. He wanted planks to be 
included which pointed to tlle ultimate program ·of the 
Socialist Pa.rty.18 
Specifically w-hat he wanted was a preamble followed 
· ·by "a demand for national ownership of railroads-~ coal 
mines, telephone and telegraph lines, and possibly · 
electric power, and state ownership of certain other 
industries, and then two or three immediate demands 
involving total disarmament with a thorough-going system 
f . 1 . u19 o socia insurance • 
. Strangely, in this viev,po:int Hoopes found a soul-
mate :in the man he opposed, 1'1orris Hillquit, who was 
regarded as the intellectual Nestor of the Socialist 
Party. In 1913 HjJlquit had written: 
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The Socialist Party represents in 
politics primarily the general immediate 
and ultimate interests of the working 
class ••• Its program consists of a number 
of planks calculated to strengthen the 
proletariat •• ,and to lessen the degree 
of its exploitation,, .It culminates in 
the demand for the complete economic.en-
franchisement of the working class, Since 
the power of the dominant classes over 
the workingman is based on the ownership 
••• of the social tools and instruments of 
wealth production, the card:inal point of 
the socialist political platform is the 
demand for the abolition of private~-
ership of these means of production, 
On ·th-~ other hand, }Jorma.n Thomas, less concerned. 
with the ultimate aims of SociaJism, had written in 
1932 that he would give even °more space and emphasis 
to the immediate emergency at hand.u Ultimately, the . 
Socialist Brahmin ,aranted. public ownership or control 
of the vital economic enterprises. In his dreams of 
"democratic socialism0 there would of necessity be 
public ownership of national resources, the systems 
:Of _money, banking, and credit, and the great monopolies. 
]3ut Thomas allowec;i for private enterprise if the owners 
served "a useful pfil1)oset• and did not exercise "undue 
21 control." 
In a letter to Lewis in 1932, Hoopes wrote: "The 
more I consider the program ••• the more I am forced to 
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the belief that taking the class struggle out of our 
application for membership was only an indication of 
the· present trend of the American Socialist Party." In 
this respect he a.gain lined up with Hillquit opposite 
Thomas who believed that one co11Jd be a good Socialist 
without shouting about "class conflict." 22 
· Hoopes did "not think it [ was] the busjness of 
. . 
Socialists to patch up the capitalist system." He 
faulted local speal<:ers for too much emphasis on munici-
pal corruption, taxation, assessments, and effective 
government: 
We are not a good government party. 
Our job is to obtain political control 
for the working class so that we can 
end the capitalist system -- on that 
basis we can make a strong appeal to the 
workers -- on the other we are appealing 
to the middle class and trying to save them 
from being crushed by the capitalist class. 
1ie are a working class and not a middle 
class party.23 
As was previously; stated, Thomas believed that 
private enterprise could exist in a "democ:ratic 
socialist state." He and his Progressive cronies sought 
to extend democracy and economic fairnes~. A,s an intel-1 
lectua.l, Thomas was more embarrassed by the grammatical 
;, . . """· 
:1 . ,;; 
·~: 
form ( or lack of it) of the local Socialists than by 
th . . . 1· 24 eir quasi-socia. ism. 
One of the most disintegrating factors in the 
:socialist movement involved the question of Communism, 
Durmg the thirties and forties, the American Communist 
Party frequently changed its tactics~ \AlilJiam Foster, 
the Connnunist standard bearer in 1932, called capita.list 
democracy a "sha.m0 and sa.id that "workers should harbor 
no j,] lusion about peacefully capturing" the government , 
He characterized progressivism as tta. grave dangeru and 
socialist democracy as ."fascism," · Follo'Wing Hitler• s 
rise to power in Germany, the American Communist Party 
reflected the change in. Com:intern tactics and altered its 
ovm. tactics from one of opposition to socialism and 
democratic groups to one. of encouraging a "united. front" 
against fascism. The swing reversed itself again in 1939 
following the Russo-German non-aggression pact and again 
in 1941 after the l'Jazi invasion of Russia, 1''1'henever 1 
fascism threatened Communist Russia, ·"class collaborationn 
changed from a major crime to an imperative duty for 
American Communists. The problem facing the N .E,C. of the 
Socialist Party as the policy-determining body was: Should 
the Socia.list Party cooperate with the Communist Party i:. ~ 
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in fighting for connnon causes in spite of CoilllllUl)ist 
disi-uptive policies toward Soci.alism?25 
In March of 1933 the l\J .E. C. received a communication 
from. Jay Lovestone of the Communist Party ask:mg for a 
united front against fascism. The N .E. C. barely defeated 
by a vote of six to five a motion to appoint a three-member 
connnittee to meet with a committee of the Communist Par~y 
to plan united action. Hoopes voted with the minority. 
:The N .E.C. report noted. that participation in the front 
by the Party would not result in the most fruitful use 
of Socialist energy against fascism. Not really enthusi-
astic about the united. front, Hoopes saw his vote as a 
"strategic move" to demonstrate to young members that 
~ 
. 
cooperation with the Connnunists was not possible. He did. 
not expect the united front to be successful because he 
could not .. believe that the Communists will cease their 
attacks on us, •• " Thomas' arguments ran ~ the same 
vein: "Frankly, I am skeptical whether the Communists 
will undertake united action on honorable terms. But for 
' the sake of our own members, especially our younger 
people, it must be made obvious that it is they who 
sabotage our united front, and not ~e who disdamfully 
reject it. "26 
, .... ~;,·,;.,, ... : _ .. ;-j . 
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·.At the same time Hoopes parted company with Thomas 
on the matter of united front action for subdivisions 
<>f' t.he Socialist Party. The N .E,C. rejected th.at motion·· 
by a vote of seven to four with Hoopes supporting the 
majority. He explained his two votes to a Philadelphia · 
Socialist: 
tfuile I am in favor of the 1~.E.C • 
. appointing a subcommittee to confer with 
the Communists, I most emphatically was 
not in favor of permitting the state 
and local organizations to do likewise. 
The 1-nembers of the i~ .E.C. are ali tried 
and true comrades of many- years stanmng 
with sufficient experience not to be 27 taken in by clever Co:mnnmist maneuvers. 
By 1934 Hoopes came to reject the idea of a united 
front on the grounds of practical politics. He said about 
ninety per cent of the Reading, }1ilwaukee, and Bridgeport 
comrades opposed the united front, And when adverse 
reaction about the united front threatened to split the 
Party from within, Hoopes told Coolidge he ".felt that it 
would have been much better to have dropped. the matter." 28 
In late 1935, the l~.E.C. -- with Hoopes dissenting --
voted for an "all-mclusive" Party. Jay Lovestone and some 
'. 
tz'otskyites from the Communist Party joined and began to 
-
· 29 
work to make over the Social ~Party. 
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Prior to this d·evelopment, the Old Guard and 
Militant-Progressive coalition arrived at Detroit for 
a special convention in 1934 prepared to do_ battle for 
control of the Party. In the two yea.rs that follat.red 
the t,,iilwaukee convention, polarization within the Party 
had reached a crisis stage. 
vlorking behind the scene befo1'e the convention, 
Hoopes attempted to aid Norman Thomas in getting control 
·of the N.E.C • . lt letter from Iviilitant l1Iaynard c. Kreuger 
to Lewis indicated that Hoopes favored. reducing the N .E.C. 
·to nine members to gain control. Thomas, Coolidge, and 
'the National Executive Secretary Clarence Senior -- long 
the target for Old- Guard abuse -- also favored. the 
reduction. Hoopes was not in favor of trying to ga:in all 
the seats in the 1~.E.C,; he felt that wou.ld split the 
·_p·arty. The scheme to reduce- :the N .E.C. was later 
-:abandoned. 30 
- In his open:ing speech to the convention Thomas thr~t 
--his hat :into the Ivlilitant ring, He told the delegates 
that Socialism had to fight the fascism toward which he 
saw America drifting. And although he rejected the Communist 
vi8W' that Socialism would be gained only by violence and 
-~· 
'' 
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.. 
dictatorship, he warned that possible loss of mechanical 
democracy should not deter Socialists,31 
.i 
The }Iilitant-Progressive coalition wi~A the h~J.p . 
. Qf ''-s·ew.er Socialists" of }·1ilwaukee came well-prepared to 
·t.he ·convention, Except for the I'l .E,C. they controlled all 
wajor connnittees including the Resolution Committee, the 
Platform Committee, and the Committee on the Constitution, 
During the convention, the coalition routed the Old· Guard 
by a two to one vote in the election of the N .E.C. The 
new lJ.E,C. roll listed only two out-and-out Old Guard 
.sYffipathizers, James Graham and James Oneal, The other 
nine members were Hoopes, Thomas, Coolidge, Krzychi, Hapgood, 
Kreuger, Hoan, and Dr •. i1ax Shadid, an Oklahoman physician, 
and Franz Daniel, an organizer for the Amalga.mated Clothing 
Workers of America in the state of Pennsylvania.32 
Hoopes lined up with Thomas at the convention. An 
Associated Press wire story which appeared in the Read:ing 
Eagle said Hoopes played an important role in the coalition 
which cazne to dominate the O.etroi t convention. In the 
· boldest and most militant stand since 1917, the convention 
committed itself to a revolutionary program, It once again 
made the acceptance of the theory of class struggle a 
prerequisite for oa Party member sh:ip. . Hoopes, it is to be 
I : • 
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recalled, lamented the omission of the theory in 1932. 
The Militant Declaration of Principles, written largely 
by the· Reverend Devere Allen, symbolized. the bitter 
' factionalism at the convention and in later Party struggles. 
The Rev. l-1r. Allen, a Gandhian pacifist, was the editor of 
the World Tomorrow, the publication of Thomas' pacifist 
Fellowship of Reconciliation, but Allen was also a member 
of the Revolutionary Policy C01mnittee, a far left group of 
- romantic revolutionary Socialists and secret Lovestoneite 
agents.33 
The Declaration, a bombastic and oft vehement 
docwnent, and the m:i.litant program must be viewed as a 
reaction to the Depression and events in Europe. About 
10 mj.1 J ion working men were idle -- their families facing 
extreme hardship. Engineers, college professors, and 
executives found their experience and education worthless. 
The national income had plummeted. rrhe stock market had 
crashed, lYiillions saw their savings wiped out, their homes 
and farms taken from them. The writer and supporters of 
the Declaration assumed it would appeal to the American 
masses, They felt the time was ripe for Socialism and that 
the time for action had come. In addition, they saw war 
- ,u 
and fascism just around ·the corner. Strong German and _ 
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Austrian socialist movements had colJ.apsed before. the 
weight of fascism. Believing that by making American 
Socialisn more revolutionary they could escape the fate of 
the German and Austrian Socialists, the supporters of the 
Dechration pushed for the radical program.34 
The Declaration was flamboyant, lviarxian, radical, 
and full of panaceas and platitudes. It began with a 
call for the working class: 
The Socialist Party is the party 
of the workers, regardless of race, 
color, or creed. In nu 11 and mine, 
shop and farm, o£fice and school, the 
workers must assert their united power, 
and through the Socialist Party · 
establish a· cooperative commonwealth 
forever free from human exploitation 
and class rule, 
If workers delay and drift, they 
will prolong their period of e~~lave-
ment to a decadent capitalism, · 
The controversial closing paragraphs, which most 
incensed the Old Guard, mapped out Socialist reaction 
in the event of American war involvement, the collapse 
of capitalism, or the establishment of fascism. The 
Declaration called for "massed war resistance, u anti-war 
activities, refusal to perform war services, and a general 
strike to make 0 eapitalist. war'' impossible. In spite of 
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-·it:s m1 litancy, the Declaration stated that Socialism 
sought "to attain its objectives by peaceful and orderly 
means." Allen, a pacifist, never intended his document 
to·be interpreted as an advocacy o.f violence.36 
The paragraph which drew the most criticism, 
however, wa.s the final one which -called for the establish-
ment of a. government of workers1 
The Socialist Party ••• applies itself 
to •• ,replacing the bogus democracy of 
capitalist parliamentarianism by a gen-
uine workers democracy. Captialism is 
doomed. If it can be su.perseded by a 
majority vote, the Socialist Party -will 
rejoice. If the crisis comes through 
the denial of majority rights after the 
electorate had given us a mandate, we 
shall not hesitate to crush by our labor 
solidarity the reckless £orce of re-
actiono •• If the capitalist system should 
col]apse in a general chaos and confus-
ion, • , the Socialist Party whether or no·t ••• 
a majority, wil J not shrink from the 
responsibility of organizing and main-
ta~ a government under workers' 
rule. 
However unrealistic the challenges made were in 
relationship to Socialist strength, the Declaration was 
not fought on those grounds. Arguments showed differences 
of opinion about Socialist principles a.nd tactics, The Old 
Guard 1-rou.ld have fougl?-t the Declaration even if the Party 
actually- had the power it dreamed o:f having • 
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Boos and cheers front the visitors' gallery inter-
rupted Party notables as they debated the Declaration 
for three hours June 3 in Detroit. Charney Vladeck. of 
the Jewish Daf!:.y Forward, chaired the debate,39 
Louis vlaldman, quarterbacking the Old Guard attack 
·On the Declaration, cried that it was .. anarchistic, 
:i]legal, and communist.u He warned that the vagueness of 
certain phrases would lead. to trouble. · .A.nothar prominent 
New Yorker, Charles Solomon admitted that the workers were 
ready to offer mass resistance, "but the massed resistance 
will be to those who attempt to talk about the things this 
platform seeks t.o .commit the Socialist Party to, and I want 
=to assure you it will be the most effective mass resistance 
. . . ha . . . . .. 40 you men . ve ever seen ••• 
But ·it was Joseph Sharts, a former l~.E.C. member from 
Ohio, 'tihose speech best typified the prevailing Old Guard 
· sentiments of a growing rapproachment of the rightists 
to the qualities of America: 
vle a.re meeting today in a capitalist-
r.idden hall •• ,in. a capitalist-ridden city, 
in a capita.list-ridden state, in a 
capitalist-ridden lando,,we are meeting 
here 1dth no policemen present •• ,no 
agent of the government, , , we are here . 
enjoying absolute freedom of discussion 
without the slightest danger that we will 
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be flung into prison for what we say •••. 
We can today discuss with perfect fre,tJ: 
dom the tearing dovm of this country. 1 
. ..,. 
Dev.ere Allen retorted that there were people all over 
the country waiting for the Party to take a stand. l~orman 
Thomas, eloquent as ever, rose. to defend the Declaration 
which he later stated he did not like, Interrupted six 
times by applause and cheering, Thomas contended that the 
sentiment of ·t,he masses was becoming increasingly pacifist·:ic: 
and that they would. welcome a platform of "massed war 
·resistance, 11 42 
were: 
His words t.o :those S.ociali·st.-s· who felt as Sharts . . . . - . . . . . - ·: .;. . . ·.· .. ·., . .-. ... . . -. 
Do any of you believers in democracy 
believe in democracy? Do you seriously 
mean that if in chaos, without firm 
leadership, 1-1e must wait for a majority 
vote in a lunatic asylum? ••• the orderly 
foundation of a Socia.list society is more 
important 43an lip service to mechanistic 
democracy. 
~-
Finally, a Comrade 1v1cKay o:f Vla-shingt.on protested 
" ••• the steamrolling that has been. tisaj_ to push men 
in (t1 o a rightist position." To which Chairman 
Vladeck replied: "I wish to tell the delegate that_ 
there is plenty of steam, but no roller."44 
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A!ter the "st~·· v~p:orizecl-,· a weighted membership 
·vote· :of 10,822 to 6:_,512 approved the Declaration, 
}lith. rumblings o/ a split resounding, the convention 
:agreed to· SllOO:it ·the Declaration to a membership 
referendum vote if 2.5 pe:tt c·ent .·of. · the- delegates 
petitioned it. 45 
lYiany members actually welcomed the civil war wit4in:· 
th.e P-arty, · according to Daniel Bell, He said that · 
capitalism was an abstract .enemy about which very little 
emotion could be aroused,. B-;ut: _ill: the fight over the 
Declaration the enemy was tangible and the prize to the. 
victor was organizational power. Both sides studied up on 
}1arxist arguments to fight for support of the rank-and-file, 46 
Party peace makers urged the N.E.C, to take some action 
to smooth over some of the problems relat:ing to the 
Declaration. 'rhey wanted a modification or amenadents. 
Thomas rejected the idea of modification on the grounds 
that it would "look like capit11Jation" to the right wing 
of the Party which had ''gone in for personal abuse, 
misrepresentation and impl~e<i threat of split." At first 
Hoopes agreed with Thomas but on legalistic grounds: ''The 
l~.E.C, is not going to tinker vtlth the resolution., .It is 
. 
going oto be submitted as adopted. We have no right to do 
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anything else in my judgement... Hoopes said ·the .·Pa+'tY' 
constitution forbade amendments a.nd to do so would give the 
·old Gu.a.rd more a.nmru.nition. Hoopes later softened his 
' position as matters worsened. · He told Thomas that Party 
unity was more important than a victory in the factional 
dispute over the Declaration; if amending the Declaration 
could "remove the real basis for objection, we must not 
.let our personal feelings run away with our better 
. ~7 judgement. 0 
A membership referendum in October of 1934 endorsed 
·the DecJa.ration by a vote of 5,933 to 4,872 -- hardly a 
crushing defeat or a snashing victory. The Old Guard 
carried. th~ states of Connecticut, rfassa.chusetts, :New 
York, and Pennsylvania, !v1ilita.nts won in Wisconsin anci 
Illinois. 48 But the fight stiJ 1 did not end, 
As time went on the crack in the ranks of the 
Socialist Party 'Widened, It developed into a struggle 
between the Old Guard and tiilitants for control of the 
Party, Struggle concentrated in l~ew York although shock 
waves from this epicenter were felt in every Socialist 
branch in the country. Ten state organizations --
controlled by Old G11ard hierarchies -- formed the Inter- . 
•• 
•.\Y. • 
-
·-state Conference in 1934-to fight the N.E.C. · The Inter-
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state Conference threatened to secede if the N .E.C. did 
not repudiate the Declaration of Principles. The N .E.C, 
did not- succumb to the demand although it later changed 
the objectionable language in the _document which was 
ac~peted without much comment at the 1936 convention. 49 
In a letter to the N.E.C. in November of 1934 
Hoopes said that an obvious struggle for power within 
the Party was in .progress, 
If this struggle is permitted to go 
on, it won't make much difference which 
side wins. 'rhere /won't be any Socialist 
Party left, •• I think it is time that 
both sides admit their mistakes and see 
if they cannot arrive at some agreemen5 
before the entire movement is wrecked, O 
. A. constantly 1vorsening situation in New York led 
to intervention by the l'J,E.C. in }larch, 1935, The 
N.E.c,- accused the=Old Guard, which controlled state 
Party machinery, of. refusing to adhere to the Declar-
ation of Principles and of blocking the entrance of young 
people into full Party membership. The Old Guard, 
attempting to maintain leadership, refused to admit 
Yipsels into the Party when they came of age. The N .E.C. 
·,. 
asked members of the New York Old Guard to attend the N.E.C, 
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meeting which was to decide whether to rev.q],{e. th.a, 
_51 state' s charter. 
,Claiming the l\J.E,C. had no juri-.sdiction in a purely 
local matter, the Old Guard boycotted the meeting. 
'1'lithout the New York organization's help, the l~.E.C. crune 
to the conclusion that the Yipsels had been expelled from 
the local organization and were being prevented from 
.functioning. 52 
Fearing tha.t ~ .. continuation of the b·attle would 
-.,;;'' 
result in a Pyrrhic victory and lead to disintegration 
of the Party, the :N.E.C. suggested that ·the New York City 
·executive committee open negotiatio:rrs and disband all 
factions, It also suggested that Yipsels be reinstate.cl 
if they would abide by decisions of the executive 
committee, and that all. elements :in the Party be gl:v-en 
.representation on the ~.ommittee. The l{.E.C. vote on the · 
~tter ·was seven to four, but the compromise recommenda-
tions satisfied no one and went unheeded by the New York 
factions,53 
.. 
Later, Herbert 11efy:i.11, New York· secretary, wrote to 
~oop·es thanking him for his. "·service to Party unity and 
harmony" at the meeting of the N.E.C. v1here Hoopes 
contended that the l{ .E. C. had no jurisdiction. Merrill 
f,>J 
-: ,·: 
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. lat.er t·old ijp.op~s tha-t ·y:ipsels had moved up their 
~inttun- :age _limit. to 30 years and this J.ed to a dual 
organization. since .one· could remain a Yipsel for 12 
years after being qualified to join the Party.54 
Hoopes for his part indicated that he did not see: 
-any· basic differences between the two contending groups: 
;",The longer the struggle ·1a.sts, the more I. am convinced 
-it is merely a fight, for power within the Party." He 
reverted. to his _lega·listic stand when he wrote Senior 
in October: "I believe it :i:s agreed that there is no . 
provision in the National Constitution ••• which giv~-s 
the l:J .E.1C. authority to :take jurisdiction ..... 55 
The last days of 1935 saw Hoopes shifting slightly. 
Ile said that there should be a "properly supervised 
referendum" to determine which group in .. New York was 
effectively in control, But Hoopes still wanted the 
national convention rather than the N.E,C. to have the 
fin~l ,_decision. 56 · 
The total split in New York -game in December of 
:19-35 when the l·filitants left the :tl~ York executive council 
and formed a rival group. The ¢ouncil, dominated. by the 
Old Guard, had voted 48 to 44 to reorganize and exclude 
the r-1ilita.nts and Progressives and especially to exclude 
6.8 
:'\,,,· 
. ...,, 
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l{orman Thomas. Waldman aspecial]y wanted to exp·el 
Thomas, who was accused of participating in a Communist 
Party unity meeting at Jvladison Square Garden' the previous 
month. 'rhomas insisted that the meeting had not been 
sponsored by· the Conµnunists and that he coll]d therefore 
.participate,= The l·filitants h:eld· a counter-convention and 
.called on t·he J:J,E,C. to su~.~n~l the lJew York charter and 
issue the }1 ilitants a new c~rter.57 
The N. E. C. meeting on January 6 , 19 36 in Philadelphia, 
suspend ed. the lJ ew . York groµp by a vote o:f ·eight to two. 
Hoopes presented the 1110.tion -t,q set up a temporary 
commit_tee of 15 to admin'ister the N·ew York Party until 
it could be reorganized. This action was repudiated by 
the Old Guard who insisted that =the matter was purely 
local in nature and denied. ·the }J.E.C, jurisdiction. 
Ironically, although Hoopes presented the motion he later 
,said he voted reluctantly in favor of· the suspension 
"because of the· .emergen.cy of the: .situation," but he 
doubted. th_e :c,onstit11ti9naltty qf the tJ .E. C. action • .58 
Hoopes, ~r:a.·s.- :criti·cal of ·both groups. H~ severely 
-crit:i_cize<l th.e Old Guard r·or excluding Yipsels from the 
-
P·a.rty and for being 1.ll'lcoopera.tive. The 1'1.i.litants he, .·hit 
- fQ:r :t,he-ir lack of resp.ons:i.bility.. He ind:i:cated that. :he 
/,· 
.) ',·,-.... ' . " 
~lid. :not like either "crowd," and_ h.e .not·ecl that, he waft .. 
-~'-si·ck and tired of this iJew Yqr.k sit~ation,•! ·H·e ·hcip~d, 
however, that the reorgan±z<?-t:iqn w9uld. r.:est/ore -P-_arty 
harmony;: he was unrealistic.59 
H:e, told Krueger j.1.tst :bef:o.r~ 'the !{ .E. c. action that 
J 
.he was :getting together with. 9qmrades from Milwaukee 
an,cl:Bridgeport to 0 work out a program and then appeal to 
those seGtions of the Party :that are rilling to go along ••• 
·t·he'oreti.cal. ·stuff tha·t. breec:ls· so muoh discord and gets: 
:no ·vot·es, and. :do.esn.-t ma.k.~ u·s better .idealists •• ,"60 
.Hoopes was very· :qritic$.,l- of :Thom.as· .just before t:J1.E3 
1936 convention. In a letter to Graham he also showed how 
far he had moved from his previous _stands on the miited 
front and the Declaration, which he once backed: 
lf he [Thomas] continues his bull-
headed attitude and determination to :im.-
pose upon the Party a program which is 
repulsive to a large section of its 
membership, there is certainly no h0pe. 
I told him very frankly that I was un-
qua.lifi~r against any united front 
with the ColTlJJlunists or any affiliates 
thereof and that I wanted the Declara-
tion amended so that it would not 
either directly or indirectly infe~ an en-
dorsement of violence at any time. bl 
•. 
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The national convention in Cleveland saw the 
beginning of the end of the Party. Soon after the 
convention the New York Old Guard, the Connecticut and 
J,,1aryland _organizations, and most of the Pennsylvania 
organization formed the Social Democratic Federation 
(S.D.F.)62 
A,s an officfal and policy-maker in the national 
·so.9ia.list movement, Hoopes evidenced his greatest 
failure. His vacillating vote pattern resulted from his 
inability to separate local and national problems. A.t 
times he would vote one way because national problems 
occupied the foremost position in: his mind. In other 
instances, he would vote in a contradictory manner because 
.he 'tras considering local reaction. 
1'Iark Brown, citing what he saw as the main flaw in 
Hoopes personality, accused Hoopes of being "a real 
detail artist" who was obsessed with changing everything, 
even if only one word or phraseG63 Hoopes commonly 
retreated to a legalist stand which eventually he had to 
abandon as circumstances made his position untenable. 
The legalist stands often delayed appropriate action until 
the situation deteriorated to a disastrous morass 
): 
~· 
f 
.J 
By 1936· the Socialist Party was dead for numerous 
internal and external reasons which wiJJ be. explored. in 
the lAst chapter •. Hoopes must bear a small. part of the 
responsibility for this because of his vacillation between 
placing local and ·national problems ·foremost and because 
of his legalist sta.:n¢ls. 
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During much of the time that the fratricidal warfare 
raged in the national Socialist Party, Local Berks 
managed to remain aloof due to traditional Pennsylvania 
Pu.tch provincialism and pragmatism. What happened in the 
, national movement concerned Reading Party member far less 
than what happened in their city or ward, As practical 
. politicians, the Sq.qialists of Local Berks put their 
energies into the election of their candidates to office • 
. They preferred to let th·e. New York Socialists, who seldom 
·elected their candidates to office, argue over ideology. 
The gradual rise of the Socialist Party m Rea.ding 
had climaxed in ·1927 with the election of J. Henry Stump' s 
:first city s...dm.inistration. Although def'eated. in 1931 by · 
iArston Ga:ndidates, the efficiency and honesty of the 
Socialist administration and the economic crisis of t,he 
Depression made Stump's return to power in 1935 predictable, 
Since the Pennsylvania legislature had passed a law which 
' 
. 
forbade cross filing in primaries, except for judicial 
candidates, the Socialists did not face the fusion which 
had defeated, them in the past •1 
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In 1935, the So,01.a.lists 'elected twelve of their mem-
tH~r s to city and county offices and captured the municipal 
, ,·governments of nearby Kenhorst and Laureldale. Of 196 ward 
offices in the city,_ Socialists occupied 107. Although · 
.• :most third parti-es gain cont:rol -with slightly over .a 'thi.rdi. 
of the vote due. to ~n even· distribution of the oppositi-ori 
vote, Local B:erks approached majority status in Reading 
since it elt,ct.ed ·its candidates with from 45,4 per cent to 
_51 •. 3 per ,c-ent. :of the vote,2 
·-
In spite of this success, problems existed within the 
_Local Berks organization, Personal resentment, a gener-
ation gap, and undisciplined pseudo-Socialists formed. the 
basi-s of the problem. .A.lthough the discont·ent generated 
... by these problems remained dormant in 1935, growing clouds 
led Darlington Hoopes to oppose a meeting of the lJational 
' 
Executive Committee (11.E.C.) in Reading during the 1935 
campaign. He 1-rarned that the meeting would " •• ,mean the 
. present internal squabble [in New York.I w011ld receive a ~ 
tremendous lot of· :publicity· locally and that of all things 
lve wa..."t'lt to avoid, u But in spite of their provincialism, 
which distressed leaders of the national right-wing 
faction, Socialists :in Local Berks were not spared the 
~ 
.. split which rocked the national movement. A local variety 
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of ·:f.a,ctional:ism soon em~rged until the right wing-left 
·wing ·split became serious in Rea.ding in the spring of 
T·he :J~·al:'!ty :had been led from its infancy by such Old 
:Gua·rd regulars .as Jim ¥ia.urer, Henry Stump, and Birch 
l/ilson -- all of whom supported it during the slim war 
years and the Red Scare of th~ post-war years, These 
leaders and their comrades who joined the Party prior t,-c, 
1927 formed the backbone of the Old Guard in Loqal ::s~r-ksi, 
Hoopes said that many of those who ent,ered the Party 
after 1927 entered to get city jobs. }1a.rk Brovm, on th·e, 
other hand, said there were two distinct groups of 
members who entered· after 1927. He separates these 
·4.ter converts into regular members who entered from 
_19.27 until 1934· and a much larger number :of opportunist.s 
who entered the Party for city jobs after 1934. Both 
these groups, for one _reason or another, became known as 
the lvlilitant or left wing of Local Berks. 4 
:l Some rank-and-file members of the Party developed 
resentment tmiard the Stump-Ii:laurer leadership. Although 
some of these "Jimmie Higginsesu held Party offices and ~ ., 
city jobs o( -secondary importance,· they felt that they 
. ' 
rece~ved. ·l~ttle recognition and that all the public accl.a.im 
r 
.. 
:, 
went to 1\11aurer and stwn;p., or·, worse yet , to that "carpet--, 
bagger" Hoopes. Charles S.ands, leader of the local 
Militant fact1on, fit the d.escription of a resentful 
'"'Jµnnie Higgins" perfect_ly. An active member of the 
p·arty since the early days and a foreman of the. city 
ma:chine shop, Sands felt overlooked within th.a org~:rrizat.ion. 
1ev.en though he served- on city :Council and 01;1 tl1e J..o·_ca1·, 
Advisory Co~ttee. J.n l9:35 and as f-laurer If s ~a,ign· 
0 
manag_er .. :µ1 193?.. Constantly at loggerheads ~th the 
-the beclara.ti,on: of Pr.:inciples- in local deba.te.s and became: 
the de facto head of the local ~Iilit.ant faction. 11.fter ·.·,, ·.......... .. ········· 
. 
.. 
-. 
4(). years both former friend and former foe saw him as a 
political opportunist· and -ma.:nueverer rather than a 
·socialist intellectually committed , to the national rlil-i.tant 
dogma. }Ioope~ _ref erred to Sand.s -. as a u::patronageH $oo~list 
:who was "anything but a 1.-f_ilit~nt,.. Both }'1ark -Bro·w11, ~ 
:£.or.mer- .Sandsi supporter, and George 1·-1. Rhodes, a 
·former Old Gu.ard:sman, indicated. that Sands' fight ,contained 
more envy of St1l.Iilp and "personal- bitterness" than phil-
:osophy. 5 
gap :contributed... to ... :.tne· disharmony in the ranks of Reading 
, .. 
- . -
' 
,\ 
~'. . 
So.j~_ialist.:s. .The group~ ·:wJ1ich. entered the- Party from i927· 
until 1934 'felt. shu.t out from the dec_i_sion-making inner 
.circle. These Sociali.~s-, many of them :members of_ tht~ 
Young Peoples' Socialist League (YPSL or· Yipsel:s)-, formed. 
the core of Sa.nd9 ' following, Braim, then the Yipsel 
leader, said S~9-s built ·his movement on . this generation 
P' 
gap. A few Yipsels, like Brown and Clayton }1engel, under-
stood the national issues and wanted to make Socialism 
more iniljtant, Hoopes, no. more of an admirer of Brown 
than Brown of h:ira, admittecl_,.that ·Brown "ca.me nearer than 
·_mo·st to the 11a.tional r.1i.1-~tants." rrhe Brown-11engel group 
ca1.1·ed for umore Socialist education and a little less or· 
.:s.ocialist sponsored socials:~_" B'oth youn·tr men believed· 
that. the thirties required hew idea.s ~nd de~ded· new 
. . . 
leadership; they felt the Old Guard shou]d step down. 6 
1-10:st: ;Sltt'Vivor,s -of the fight agreed that the main 
problem centered around t:h·e "patronage" Socialists who 
entered the Party in th:e last wave, i.e., after 1934, 
--
Local Berks attracted many of Reading's unemployed 
workers, seeking patronage jobs in the second Stump 
administration, which had conducted wholesal~ firings of 
city workers when it returned to power. By 1936 this 
·new membership amounted to more than half of Reading's 
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2,350 members which, accounted for one-sixth of the national 
membership at the t.ime. There were more Democrats than 
Socialists in 'Local Berks in 1936! Brown called this 
group "opportunists'-~ ~1ho knew nothing of Socialism, 
Rhodes, embroiled in. ·th-e: .midst of the fight, referred to 
them as "Nit Wits,•r :HOOJ?e·s. cautioned that these people 
could not be called leftists at all because they .. were 
... 
really rightists, very far :right," 7 
Hoopes, who avoided taking 8t strong stand national~ 
and who ref erred to himself nationalzy as a: ''centrist, 11 
lined up with the- Old Guard locally. "In the local 
situation there is.· n.o doubt where I stand,, .Their [the 
leftists~ only reason for existence is their feeling that 
they have _not received. sufficient recognition,u he wrote 
Sarah Limbach, sta.'t'"'e secretary, il1 1936, He told Norman 
Thomas that little connecti:on- ·existed between the Reading 
.leftists and the New York }1ilitants. He claimed the 
Reading gr_oup sought to align itself with the national 
left wing to obtain strength: "They a.re trying to use 
you to bolster up their 1t1eak position locally•" Hoopes . 
drew criticism from both sides within Local Berks. The 
local Militants fought to unseat him from the N,E.C,, 
and they frequently attacked. him. Brown called him 
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" ••• the mo_st useless person I ever met... The Hofses-Stump-
t?ilson 
was an 
clique never completely accepted Hoopes because he 
outsider and because th~y suspected his brand of · 
Socialism. Hoopes had also supported the Declaration of' 
Principles in Local Berks discussions as well as in 
·national votes. He threw in his lot with the local Old 
Guard because he depended on them for his political power 
base in Berks County and because locally the problem 
involved .. a question of "patronage rath~r than Socialism, 
[and] there can't be any -middle ground on that."8 
\ivhjle Sands based his faction on Yipsels, he did 
.attract several adult members. Fred }1erkel, a member of 
the Party sjJig~ 1908·; ·Ralph Bigony, a political organizer;_ 
Cleve Long, a Spr:ing To-wnship politician; Clara }1osteller, 
Sands' daughter; 1'1ax Putney, a Universalist minister wi.th 
· c·oXD!Tl1Ulist leanings, and Gertrude Hiller, Socialist Prison 
Insp~ctor, were allies of Sands.9 
1-'lerkel, who organized Reading's Central Branch, saw 
himself as an intellectual, a Socialist historian. He 
attempted.· pamphleteering but -was surpassed in this a.rt. 
qf :propaganda by Ralph ·Hofses and Birch \vilson, Rhodes, 
·t·he business manager of the Labor Advocate, said the 
paper rejected f.ilerkel' s contriqutions in 1934 because of 
:7· ..··9·· 
.. 
t j 
.. 
~their " scr?.Wl:?ail'°': content, 11erkel .fr:equ·ent·ly spoke ·at 
P.a.rty meeting.s to such an extend, tha .. t people were tired 
0£ hearing him, Feeling mistr:ea,ted by Party leaders, 
lvlerkel -wrote ietters to comrades: thro~ghout ~he country 
.• .. denouncing Reading~ s leadership. lierkel had 'a "person-
.. ,., a:tity problem" and was a 0 pecular sort of guy0 and 
''a. little erratic, u according to Brown and lierkel' s 
.· . . . . . .. · 10 
-C:~r+tral Brroich comrade, Rhodes. 
During. ·th.:e cou.nty ·convention in January of ·1935, 
the Old Guarci took actiqn to :insure control of Local 
Berks,.. The convention decided that all propa~an.tla 
.required ::prior approval of'· Local B:erks ·a ... s did: :new 
prO.tJosal:s for discussion, The convention also pass~ a 
.:re:solu.tion. tightening the reins on eler;ted officials ·a:pq.: set.: 
· · ··•· ·· a· · t · b t · ·1 11 ~P a. rigi. · . ·con r1 u 10:n sea e. 
It must be noted here that both the organizati:on; .. -~n.d 
emphasis in the Socialist Party differed from the R.·~publica.n: 
and Democratic parties. The So.cialist Party was a 
membership organization which required admisstgn; the 
payment of dues determined good standing and voting 
eligibility within the Local, and a membership caucus 
selected Party candidates. In 1935 the county committee 
" 
increased. the requirement· for participation in this caucus 
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'Gu·a·r·d control. The- ca.ucu~. selected Local Berks candidates 
t,y :ma_jority vote; vot,in~: L~ the primary for a registered 
Soci~-li.st was, therefor·e:,. mer~ly an ?Pt of endorsement 
:rath~r ·than selection. In general elections the Party 
f.oot,,ed: campaign expenses which made· members feel they 
should ·control the action of -elect .. ed offic-ials. , IViembers . . ·. . -; . . . . . . '. . . . . . -. .· . ' . 
al.so: r·elt elected official.s shou.ld ·:contr·ibute part of 
their 58.l_a:_ry for o:rga.n.iz'a:t,ional. t·io;rk: of "th~ Party, 12 
,T·o a.i_d in this, _L:ocal ,B:er}cs. erstab-lished an Advi.sory 
•• .:.!._· .• ':2,:.~.,-.;, 
ments,, 
. . . . . - . . ~ . . 
. •. ' . ·. 
.,,! This ·committee con·sisted. o·f elected offic,ials and: 
tttajor_it-y ·qf three, The con--stitution of Local Berks 
p:r:ovided for the expulsion 10:f a.ny· membe:r ~h:'o ·refused to 
·a.bide by decisions of Lo·cal B·erks. The ideal of· d-is-
.- . . ' - . . 
cipline .and control ;ove:r: ,pttblic officials was so inherent 
:in Local Berks t.-hat . t'll:~ m.em.t>ers.hip :viewed any deviation 
as treason l3 '.. . - . ' .. . - ... 
·Sirlc,e t·he o:1d: Gua.rtj.: cont.rolled nominations in the 
:19:_30;5 :P:arty caucus, the :Qew :members ahd resentful oldsters --
t·he ·1eft ldng as tp;e:v :gall~d: themselves -- took steps to 
prevent the 0·1d Guard f~-c~rn s.ecu:ring absolute :p.Qrit-rol. 
.. :J 
r~·:: .; .. 
-.. 
. . ... ' . ~ '°' . : 
.. 
throu·gh patronage j-ob-s-_. A :rn.e.et·tng :qf. t·he left wing 
September 22, 1935,. slated nqmin,ees .. f.or the Advisory 
Committee •. This ;}1ilitant caucus, which 43 persons 
attended, decia·r.ed: tnat "certain comrades deserve jobs, •• " 
}lark Brown, who attended the meeting, reported that the 
left wing realized t:ha.t to get the jobs for "certain 
comrades," it wouJ.d· h~v-~- t.o control the Advisory Connnittee. 
Committee vacapci~$ :created by the .election were to be 
filled at the monthly meeting of .L.ocal B-erk·s two days 
after the election, 14 . 
On October 13 the :left:$_sf-;$. h·.e\io.- another meetip.g· c11·Ki 
.. ,· 
-prepared the left ·wing memb.ers of the Advisory ·commit-tee 
- ' 
by tentatively assigning· _job·s. frhe Old ·G11ard also had a. 
_pr.~pared- slate. At ·t·he December 5-, 1935 m:eetIDg, ].-'.[ayor-
el·eH:~t- Stmnp made a :plea against factiona..li:sm, I{e said 
that- the Socialis.t-s. ·should *' ••• pick out those. b·e.st 
qu~lified to repr·e.sent tfs and not those .f~om a. :hand-made 
· .· 15 
_slate." 
. Although ·Sands' faction -elect·ed nine of· the 17 rahk:-
and-file members, the Old G~I'Q. still controlled the 
Advisory Committee since the only lvlilitants among th~ 
14, Socialist office holders were Sands and !:lrs. Hiller, . . . . . ~ . . .. 
-
Outvoted ·11 to 20, the }1ilitants' o:r1J..y _hppe. in ·c:ont,.r:o-lling 
,. 
l 
.-, 
i 
t_he- connnittee lay in :denyiitg: ·the vote to el~ct·ed of-ficials •. 
·The left wing insi~ted t}1at since the st:ate const'-itut.,iori 
. called elect.ed of'f:tcfal·s .. ~x officio11· members, they .sh:oii:1d 
·have- no vot.es.. T·he. 0.ld Gu~rd il.'lsi-st·ed. on the vot.e· of 
:E),l·e·cted officials, and th·e: ·ts.sue was ·r.-esol:ved :by a. :meet·:tng. 
of Local Berks on February· 6, 1936 when the ·member:ship 
defeated a left wing motion that the Local oomp.~y ·1ti.th 't;he .. 
st. t t' • t t · 16 a e cons 1 u ion, 
·th$. struggle then bo.iled down t·o th~ simple matter 
. J 
c;,.;E a ~sb for patronage, jobs:., a:ccord_ing;. to l{oopes. Even 
·t:r19u_gl:1 .supporter s of :bot'li :fa·c.t.-ions eventua.lly receiv.ed 
city jobs, there· w€3;re simply·- not .enough job.~ tq ,go . 
around, and many of the job·s d-:id -not satisfy the :workers, 
floopes charged that many· wo:i\kers wanted jobs ·which they 
w~re not qualified to hold-~ '· In 1927 the. Socialist 
-a.~-mistration did .:n.ot purge city workers; however, follow-
.j_n.ts, a fu:sion purge in 19-3.1 and the great unemployment of 
t·he Dep:re:s,si·on, the second Stump administration had fired 
many to make way for ·the_ ·socialist appointments. Hoopes had 
been warned of this problem by Daniel 'Hoan who urged him to 
use merit system: .. Unless the Reading Socialists immediately 
take a. strong stand., .to establish a merit system ••• your 
party organiza~ion will split into a thousand pieces, •• 
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where there is no member of the s·ociaiist_.Party experienced ••• 
the Socialist Party •• ,is bound to appoint somebody competent 
-outside the Socialist Party... Two years later Hoopes 
aclmowled-ged. that the Stump administration ·had failed in. 
the .ar.ea of merit appointments.17 
A.fter the doling out of jobs, t·he .furor would have 
.-sub·:sided gradually had the repercussions of the nationa.l. 
struggle not entered the scene. Old Guard fear of the 
growing strength of the left wing in Reading led Hofses, 
Rhodes, and Wilson to consult national leade~s. These 
national leaders -- Emil Limbach, Interst~te Conference 
· chairman, and James Oneal -- were anxious to draw the ~ 
. 
s\:;rong Berks organ:tzation int~e natfO:na.l controversy. 
·Onea-1 .called tl1:e R·eadjJ,.g leftists 11 nitwit s" and warned 
~-h~~: they 'Would take over the movement, including the 
Labor Lyceum and· the Labor Advocate, if a general "hou-se: 
cleaningu did not occur. He suggested that the state 
committee, headed by Sarah Limbach, Emil's wife, could 
aid in this.18 
In a surprise move at the !·'larch 5 meeting of Local 
Berks, Bigony announced that the Local' s 17 del.egates to 
the national convention had. to be chosen. HoopeG. rose 
'tt> question the constitutionality of the election since 
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.etlj.-e national constitution required delegates be elected 
·by referendum, Bigony reminded Hoopes that delegates 
to the 1934 convention had been selected in a like manner 
and had the approval of ·the .state secretary. The leftists 
.elected at least eig4t of the 17 delegates; surprisingly. 
they .prevented the election of Iv1ayor Stump, To cover all. 
possible legal questions, the left wing pushed the meeting 
into voting that in the event of a referendum the 17 
elected by the meeting be placed on the referendum. Sub-
sequently, the county committee voided the election and 
ordered a referendwn, but the nature of the March 5 electio_n 
gave the state office an excuse to intervene and draw 
Local Berks closer to the national Old Guard. 19 
According to Brown, this development brought the 
heretofore hidden struggle out into the open with each 
side utilizing national- factional arguments to back its 
position. The Old Guard accused the Militants of being 
pro-Communist; the left wing accused the Old Guard of 
softness toward the l\J ew Deal. The circulation of slate 
20 
·cards began. 
Shortly after the March 5 election, the Old Guard 
started meeting in Hoopes' office to plan their action. 
Rhodes said if- necessary thEf Old Guard would "purge the 
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party of rattlebrains... }1eetings in Hoopes' office 
continued into ,April, indicating that Hoopes took part 
in leadership decisions at the time, Later, he ·was to 
be shut out. By this time, Mark Brown reported to Hal 
Siegel, a liew York Militant, that Roope~. had u, •• capitul.at·ed 
21 completely to the Old Guard, n 
Since th·e Reading Socialists had not made a decision 
on the national problems, Local Berks held a special 
meeting on April 9, 1936.,. to discuss ·the matter and local 
problems. About 40.0 $:ocialists att.ended, The leftists . 
captured the chair of the meeting which ado,pted. special 
rules providing for alternate speak:ers from both sides • 
.A limit of ten minutes was placed on each speaker who had 
to rise and announce which side he supported. Tension 
at the meeting reached a tremendous peak; tempers flared. 
Hoopes rose to speak following Milita..Y>.t Bigony, When 
Hoopes announced. he wished to speak f·or neither side in 
. the. ·national controversy, the chair ruled him out of order, 
.T.he chair said: .. As long as there are comrades in this 
room who have courag.e enough to take one side or the other 
they, according to the ·rules, must be given preference, 
.and you must wait." H.oopes, ever the parliamentarian, 
appealed ·from the·· decision of the chair which was upheld 
·.s·6. 
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:by .a vote of 127 to 76. ;R.efu·sed the floor again .later 
in the meeting, which Rhodes de-scribed as "bitter," Hoopes 
_lo·_st another appeal by a vot.e· of 119 to 84. At the time, 
·-('< 
Iv.lark -Brown felt elated by· Hoopes' treatment •. · H~ said that 
1;;hat happened to Hoope/ was " ••• a direct result of his 
playing both ends a-gainst the middle." Hoopes finally 
gained the floor at the end of the meeting: to justify his 
"centrist" position." 22 
Bromi questioned the label of .t•centrist'' which Hoopes. 
--ta-gged on h:1.mself. uDarl:ington was always hopping back 
. . 
and f'orth 'from one side, ·to., t:i.l)Other; that's not a centrist. 
He w9uld take part of the lv'Iilitant extreme and part· of 
the Old Guard extreme , and you can't do that." He 
-
indicated that Hoopes always took th:e position of se·emg· 
both sides: "He would say, 'On on:e 11a.nd.,. but on th.e 
:other hand.'" Hoop~·,s admitted he o.ften took the middle · 
road: 0 I often was _in the ;mido..le:. I ·tried to prevent 
·a bust-up ... 23 
.. 
At this time a four-page }1ilitant :pamphlet, uRule .91:. 
Ruin, 0 appeared. Authored mainly by Merkel with possible 
help from 11ax Putney and Leon ~linker, it attacked the 
personal integrity of Wilson, Stump, and Hofses and 
pushed for the election of t'11e 11ilitant slate. The Old 
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Guard rushed to p~rsecute the au:thor·s ,o .. f' the. ·"::slanderou:s 
· 24 
and unsigned pamphlets. 0 
The leaflet · said that "The Party Constitution and 
:D:e.cla,ration of Principles are merely instruments to 
be used or ignored as they suit the interests of this 
RULE OR RUII~ BUREAUffiArCY, The 'Jimmy Higginses,' who· 
elect them to office, are to be content to do the work 
as they are told, and nqt t·o a-:sk questions, make sug-
.. 
gestions, nor inquire as to where we are going. 1125 
The Labor Advocate !I the voice of the Old Guard, 
·charged that the pamphlet unjustly attacked local Socialists 
a.s fa·~cists and anti-foreign, Rhodes recorded that he 
:g'pt information about the leaflet by "sending a person 
to homes of 5 tf'ive1 members in l an} effort to fool them 
into giving information on the leaflet. (we1 got 28 
copies from [the] Merkel home. (we] discovered Putney 
patt,ing out the leaflets. n 26 
The Old Guard, having pin-pointed the autho:r·~ of 
"Rule _2r Ruin, 0 brought :expulsion charges against Putney 
and J.vlerkel, The charges were brought at their home 
branch, the Central Branch, as required in the consti-
. tution, A~lthough Stump, Hofsest and Rhodes signed the 
charges against Putney -- whom they wanted to rid 
) 
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themselve.s of 1:iecause of· his c:.o:mmur1i-st leanings -- only 
Rhodes signed those against ~lerkel. l'rlany felt at the 
time that }1erkel had only circt1lated the pamphlets even 
though_ it was later agreed that the style of the leaflet 
-wa.s "tYPical0 of r1erkel' s singular writing. .Amazingly, 
when the Branch selected. Putney's trial committee, 
I¥1erkel came within four votes of 'being selected. Rightists: 
·controlled the chair and two other: seats of the five-member 
.tfommittee which recoinmended.. Putney's expulsion-, but the 
strong left-wing sentiment ili the Branch ·1ed -to its re-
fusal t.o follow th_e: committee's recommendation. Rhodes 
eb.a.rged that the Jn~eting was "Packed ••• by [the] Putney 
gang.'' }1erkel had earlier won his case because of '' lack 
of evidence" as Rhod~s' chiei' witness WE).$ "'lll1able to be 
present." 27 
11Rule .2!. Ruin" served to conso.lid!vt·e: the right wing, 
and it led to the significant def eat of the 1'1ilitant slate 
t.o the national .qo.nvention. While Putn..ey :claimed that 
it. wa:S. ·th·e: att.itudes ·about which t4e pamphlet spoke and 
.. -.. 
ri.ot- the: p-a.mphlet. itself which caus:ed the. problems, the · 
:r-ight wing was-: :Outraged, The leftists elected only thre~ 
delegates ·i?1stead: of the eight they had before while the 
Old Guard cap·tured .14 places and ran about 60· votes ahead 
-·-=-· 
ref erendurn vote member,s· ·tended t:o vote for· known Old 
... • . .· ' - . - ... ' . . . . . 
Guard names. At rne~tin:g: ·votes, :on the :other hand, :t-1ilitants 
. • 28 
could use pur su.a s1011,, 
At this :poiI-it almost t.:otal polarization, 6c .. curr.ed. 
MeI:,t.ings became oppQrtl.lllit:ies for each side to .snipe at 
tJre other. The 1$ft; wjJig ;emphasized ,its id.entifica·ti·on 
·with the national :p~ty whil.e· ·the :Old .Gu-~rd. relied :on. 
the state exe.cutive. -qom,pdtt:_ee- for support i 29 
. [!. 
•· 
Just as the- l'lilit:a.p.t,s_ :in _R.eading attempted to drat&I 
· strength· from t.he1 :rtati.btµtl. left .wing_,., ·the national Old 
Guard atte1npted to Use: t·h·~ Reading Old Guard to advance 
it:s cause. 'Ehe .·o_ld: Gtiard .outside Reading used Jim 
. Maurer' s prestige and sen't out. :statements .in hi·$· orra.me. 
I-1aurer at the time was .¥llirm and unable to write. He was 
st:rongly .against the Declaration of Principles which he 
feit wa.s pro~Conmrunist. l·Iost other members of Berks were 
.. p.elati vely unconcerned with Allen' s ma. st erpiece. r1aurer 
.had also travelled to t_h.e :11:and School for certain inf orma-
tion in the writing of his -autobiography a.nd had come 
under the influence of \v~ldman and Oneal.30 
Playing on the local Old Guard's fear of the~ 
:Militants, the national Old Guard pushed the leaders of 
9.0 
I.', 
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Lo:cal ·Berks to sign ".AA Appeal to vlisconsin Soci.alists, 0 
a document against the ,national left wing. The Reading 
-Old Guard signed after' much discussion, but they crossed 
,9ut a key part which .criticized the N.E.C., to wit: ''This 
situation has been .rendered more acute by the action of 
N.E.C. in recognizing as the organization of l~ew York,. 
state those who seceded and appear to be. a minority in 
·the state. n 'rhe Old Guard refusal to include this 
paragraph was a last-ditch effort to remain aloof of 
the national controversy. Hoopes was there to explain 
the action of the N.E.C. in regards to New York. The 
Old Guard of Local Berks had little sympatcy for their 
counterpart in New York. Hoopes himself said that perhaps 
"Local Berks should secede from New ·York. A.11 these 
damn splits started in New York," He signed the state-
ment, but he stiJ 1 tried to be a peacemaker in the national 
dispute. Brown was skeptic~l c;,f Hoopes' role as self-
appointed peacemaker, He said Hoopes would say: "vlell 
now, people shouldn't fight. •1 And then he would proceed 
to take sides.u Furthermore, Brown charged that it was 
Hoopes' action on the N.E.C. that created the explosive 
situation, and "we got the reverberations. I don't think 
that he -thought about the practical a.spect,s of his votes 
91 
[on the N ,E,cJ ," Hoopes denied the charges, and Thoma.st 
statements that Hoopes viewed problems in the light of hi·s· 
, 
local situation backs him up. Jl 
The }1ay 7 meeting of Local Berks gave instructions 
·to; :d·elegates t·o the 1936 national convention in Cleveland. · 
The .. strong _O,ld Guard element. of the Northeast Branch 
introduced a resolution which instructed Local Berks' 17 
delegates to vote against any united front with the Comnrunist 
. Party, Hoopes strongly backed this resolution; by then he 
firmly opposed any united front -- partial or complete. 
At the meeting the Old Guard outvoted the }1ilitants 
U.O to 85. The resolution: :o_f the l~ortheast Branch passed 
in amended form which prohibited a united front with any 
political party. Another motion which instructed the 
delegates not to walk out of the convention under any 
circumstances also passed with }1ilitant support.32 
Evidence showed· that a split might occur at the 
convention due to conditions in l~ew York. Although t·he 
Militants had captured the l~ew York delegation to the 
. convention, the Old Guard planned to send a rival group. 
The Old Guard Pennsylvania state corrnnittee called for the 
seating of the Old Guard New York delegation -- a move 
opposed by the Reading Militants and Darlington Hoopes. 
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'Hctf·s~.~ supported a compromise resolution which called for. 
the seating of half of ·each delegation. He insisted this· 
·wove. had the support of :t.he New York lv1ilitants. Only 
~fter tl1.ey had not opposeq the compromise did t·~e :R~d.in.1~ 
1'-tilita.nt·s disc.over tha.t Hofses had lied. 33 
\,,Then t;he delegation from Local Berks arrived in 
Cleveland, it faced a credential's challenge. Members 
of. the delegation elected in l'1arch insisted on the 
lega.lity of that election. They held that the subse-
quent referendum vote occurred too late. rrhe Old Gu~d' 
group contended that the 11arch election was unq:on·stit.u--
tional and the referendum ·1egal, even though a teclipica.l -
violation in regard to timing. The N.E.C., which ~ .. qted. 
as the :cr·.edential commit.tee, voted to seat the refer-
endum delegat··ion ·becau.,se :it, ·was 't'less unconstitut:.i.on.al. 
[sic]" than the delegation elected Harch 4. Hoopes, a 
member of the N.E.C. and a. lawyer, led the succe:ssful 
. fight to seat his group.3.4' 
When. the conventiort .got underway, a floor fight over 
t..be: seating of the 1-Jew York delegation resulted in the 
seating o:f: t.he· 11ilitants in spite: .of at:tempts_· ·to com-
I ', 
- promise by Hoopes who presented Hof·ses re,·solution. 1'1ost 
of the Reading delegation- supported the .O·Id Guard which 
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··was defeated two to one on a weight.ed ·membership vote, 
-
·The New York Old Guard walked out and a "new party, the 
Social Dem ocratic J.i"'ederation was born," 35 
Several representatives ,o! the Local Berks dele-
gation, including Rhodes, attended the organizational 
t . .• 
meeting of the Social Demo.era tic Federation ( S. D. F. ) but 
returned to the Social~$"t :~~ty convention. Schemers 
of the ·s.D.F. began t.d wo..rk on Local Berks. A,,rare that 
t.he ~elegation was bound against a walk-out, Emil 
V 
·,Liniba·eh slyly used 7 5-year-old James }faurer to fu.rt:her 
1:+i:s. plans,. In an attempt to time !1aurer' s action t:o .. get. 
:the best impact, Limbach advised }1aurer to refuse the· 
· ·chairman ship of the S. D. F. 36 
-Eve?.1t·s at the national convention began to push the 
Local Berks deiega.t,ion toward disaffiliation. Only the 
delegation's three: lv'.filitants -- Bigony, Gross, and Roslin --
vo.ted for 1qorman Thomas' nomination as standard bearer. 
The rest of the Reading.:· delegation voted "no" even to a 
call that the nomination of Thomas be made unanimous. 37 
Thomas backed the election of George Rhodes and the 
re-election of Hoopes to the N .E. C. in an effort to bind 
Local Berks to the Party. Rhodes' election carried. only 
after suspenqi.on of a Party rule requiring a two-thirds 
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·vot·e·.. :R:hodes was the only right winger and the o:rily 
wt,rk·ing man on the new N.E.C. Many Old Guardsmen Qpposed 
his election even though he was a rightist because only a 
purge of l\J .E.C, Militants would have satisfied the Old 
Gu.a.rd, Other attempts by Thoma:s ··to, compromise failed, 
mcluding the repudiatiqn of a suggested joint c~mp·cti:gn 
with the Communists a.nd the softening of tp.e Declaration 
of Principles. 
repudiation. 38 
For the Old Guard it had. ·to be- total . -- ' 
. 
. . ; . - ~· 
In the ma.tt~r-: of ·the united front, Hofses intro-
duded a resolution to prohioit .all united front action. 
TlJe }iilitants opposed t_his move and defeated the motion. 
A lviilitant .resolution -- presented in th.a. clo~irlg niinutes 
of the convention -- which called for a united front also. 
failed. Hoopes warned the convention that the adoption 
of the resolution would lead to: further def actions from 
·t·he. Party. 0 Thundering his oppo,sition,u Hoopes stated 
t:hat the convention had. to ''go on record,. ,against any 
Jdnd of cooperation with the Conmrunists." He cautioned 
t,hat the adoption .of the resolution rrould result in the 
bolt,,ing of the Pennsylvania organizatj,;9n and in his 
resigna.t;ion from the 1~ .E. C, 39 
H-.op:j_n:g to salvage what wa·s left of the Party, Thoma-s 
-pu·shed for a resolution which would allow the existing 
_policy to continue until the Party could hold a refer-
endum. This did not satisfy Local Berks or other Old 
Guardsmen since the policy allowed united action on 
special issues with the consent of state committees. 
Hoopes had come to oppose the united front altogether 
:1:re·ca~se: of the damaging red-baiting Reading candid.ates 
had to :endure during campaigns. He said the existence 
of .-~. ·un:ited front anywhe1"e damaged local candidates: 
1 -
111Ihen we are in the midst of a political 
campaign j_n which our opponents are using 
full-page advertisements to attack us as 
Communists and we are vigorously denying the 
accusation, it is most embarrassing to have 
a front-page news story about the united 
front between Communists and Socialists even 40 if it happens to be some village in Arkansas. 
Thomas later criticized Hoopes for this action: .. It's 
easy to see all policies in the light of the effect 
on a local and rather small sea.le situation." Thomas 
said Hoopes was not a good national Socialist politician 
because of this political myopia.. Frank Trager, then 
state secretary of New York, made a similar accusation 
when he said the the Party should 11 ••• make it impossible 
···.6· 
·9· . . 
,IJ: 
for Socialists in certain cit:ies to determine the course 
of the movement mainly in the light of their local experi-
ence -- and this is as true of New York as it is of 
Milwaukee, Reading, and Bridgeport • "41 
Attempts of 'l"homas at the convention to win back Old 
·Guard members failed. The group whi·ch bolted would accept 
nothing less than the seating of the New York Old Guard, 
the repudiation of the Declaration of Principles and 
the united front, and the _expulsion of Militant members 
of the N.E.C. The New York problem and the :make-up of the 
N.E.C. did not excite the Old Guard members of Local Berks, 
but the Declaration did excite many and the united. front 
excited all. Read¥1g Socialists tended to be against 
both violence and Communism.. The Reading delegation 
started home with Stump and .Hofses believing that further 
association wit;h the national Socialist Party would help 
the Local Berks M_ilitants; the Reading leadership had·:in 
its own mind chosen disaffiliation, ~2 
At the June 4 meeting, Local .Berks pledged support 
·to- the Socialist Party, The ''long, disgusting meeting 
/ 
of about 400" initiated a referendum which instructed 
delegates to the forthcoming state convention to vote 
9'? 
c_.· 
against any disaffiliation with the Socialist Party·. 
Hopefully, 1'filitants began to circulate the referendum. 43 
Meanwhile, on.the state level, Sarah and Emil 
Limbach pushed for disaffiliation. Emil Limbach ex-
pr·.essed distrust of Hoopes: .... ,we are frank to say 
that we do not trust Hoopes. Hoopes has and will -con-
·tinue to play a dual role." No one informed Hoopes 
about any of the meetings of the Old Guard in Local 
Berks which eventually led to disaffiliation, The first 
such meeting took place in Maurer' s home on either 
June 7 or June 14. The Old Guard decided to leave the 
Party even if the state organization did not. Maurer had 
his written resignation ready. At the time, neither the 
Reading leadership nor the Limbachs was sure that the 
Old Guard could control the Readjng membership, They 
pushed their action forward even though Sarah Limbach 
felt the Militants represented the majority in Local 
Berks.44 
Brown said that Hoopes was not taken into confidence 
by the Old Guard on advice of Sarah Limbach, who "had a 
lot of sway," She did not trust Hoopes, according to 
Brovm, because he sided with the Militants on the N.E.C. 
, "They didn't trust Hoopes," Brown stated. "They just. 
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dragged him along with them," There is evidence of 
friction between }11rs, Limbach and Hoopes as early as 1932, 
-
·.1 
when she said she felt "slighted," She continued: 0 I 
beg you not to hurl that vast membership of Berks at me 
everytime you have a grievance, It is unfair to rub it 
. . ..4.5 
m. 
On July 16, 19 36, the county commit tee announced 
·the results of the two-piece referendum. It showed 281. 
ityes" votes with 52 opposed to instructing state con-
vention delegates to vote against disaffiliation-, and 
297 "yes" and 39 .-ono"· on the question of remaining loyal 
. to the Socia:list .Party,. :The county committee accepted 
the results two. days .later- without comment, Since Local 
Berks had a membership of 2,350 at ·the time, the low vote 
suggested either an Old Guard boycott or selective 
distribution of the referendum by l'1ilitants. Brown said 
the Old Guard boycotted the referendum a.nd that Militants 
were "fighting in the dark. We just tried to close all 
their [ Old Guarci] options. We didn't lmow what they were 
. planning O II 46 
Prior to the announcement of the result of the ref-
erendum -- which Brown called a case of ~1ilitant "flag-
l • 
waving expedition" -- lvfaurer' s resignation became public. , 
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Both the regular and Socialist ·press played the story 
big. }1aurer accused the national Socialist Party of 
betraying the rank-and-file and stated that he was leaving 
because of the Party's 11 trend toward Communism. u He said 
the "idealistic moorings of democracy" .in the Socialist 
:Pgrty had been "supplanted" by an "autocracy in the 
personnel of a fl1 N.E.C. composed of four 1.a-wyers, three 
clergymen, t~ee college professors, and a solitary 
·working man." Locally, he warned political job seekers, 
not connnitted to the Party, had robbed Local Berks of .it.s:' 
idealisn47 
A.s the state convention neared, local fighting in-
tensified.. Local officials hoped the convention would 
. 
quiet things down, Mark Brown contended that: the time 
wa .. s r.~ght at this point for a peace move by either Hoopes 
or R'hodes. He lamented t:hat. ,both chose to remain firmly 
.w:tt·h the right wing. Hoop.e.s particularly took a "some-
thi1tg_ will ha.ve to be done0 attitude. He told Senior on 
Aaigu·st 5 that O •• , the local situation is entirely 
impossible ••• they [ both sects] can't go on ••• " · But he did 
:hot -choose to act as peace maker, "Hoopes was at the height 
,, 
of· ·.his career," Brown ·said, "and he allowed idiots to sma. sh 
it by splittmg the Party.'' lie said Hoopes should have 
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taken "a p·la.gµ.e on bo.tlr 'your :hou.ses'' •attj_tude, but nhe 
didn't 1¥tve t-he :gut.s or he hesitated t:oo· long." Rhodes 
disagreed;, hC:3 said. neither he nor Hoope·s had the power to 
stop Iviaw,e,r and Stump, who were bent -on disaffiliation, 
·''Only Jim. Maurer or Stump could have kept the local Party 
together," Rhodes lamented, "!1aybe Hoopes could ha.v~·:, but 
I doubt it." Hoopes agreed with Rhodes; he did not feel 
he could have changed the direction Local Berks was headed. 48 
f1ilitants dominated the 60-member Local Berks delega-
·tion to· the state convention. Branch meetings of Local 
Berks chose the .. delegates according to B·i_gony apportion-
ment which wa·s bas·ed on the purchase of dues stamps. 
Although the Old Guard made no complaint at the time, 
'Rhodes and Wilson later accused Bigony of improper appor-
tionment, Rhodes noted in his diary that "Tamany lsic] 
tactics" were used at the meeting of his Central Branch, 
Brown explained that since a member had to be present at 
the branch meeting to vote, the younger }1ilitants had an 
advantage. They got out members in greater numbers than 
the older rightists and so controlled voting in the 
branches. He _said the Militants were in the majority in 
Local Berks when the suburban branches were taken into 
consideration while the city branches were about evenly 
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split. Mj J j tant confidence in their majority failed to 
take into consideration that the Old Guard controlled 
the state executive committee. Sitting as the credentials 
committee, the state executive committee refused to seat 
36 delegates, :19 of whom were :tv1ilitant members of Local 
Berks. 49 
Stunned by th·e move, the }1ilitants reeled. Their 
leader Sands collapsed. Brown said that Sands' reaction 
to the state executive connnittee' s action ma.de bjm realize ~ ··. 
that Sands was net the leader he supposed. "In Harrisburg, 
I saw the measure of the man, 11 Brown explained. "He was 
sitting in an empty hall in a throne chair and looked 
terrible, When we asked what was the matter, he said: 
'It's all over, It's all over. We might as well go home.'" 
Brown explained that Sands was in a state of shock- and had 
to. be dragged out of the hall. "It was like blowing the 
bugle charge and then running at the first bullet. We 
' ha.d no leader." Brown and Mengel fought a delaying action 
until midnight but failed to rally Militants.50 
.. 
The opening address of State Chairman Stump pushed 
for disaffiliation because of the entrance of alleged 
Communists into the national Socialist Party. The con-
vention voted 55 1/3 to 31 1/3 to leave the national 
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Party. vlhen the midnight vote ended after a .. stonny 
debate,tt the left wing delegates walked out and held a 
loyalty "rump convention" in the parlor of the Penn 
Harris Hotel. 51 
On the surface it was done; separation was a fait 
accompli. The state organization had cleansed itself of 
}1ilitants. In Local Berks the problem was just beginning. 
Now the Reading Old Guard would have to conduct an election 
campaign and run local government 'While persuading the 
local membership that disaffiliation was right, Predict-
able in its unpred.ictability, the convention in Harrisburg 
had voted. to support the national Socialist ticket, The 
ensuing struggle in Local Berks, well publicized in loca;l 
capitalist papers, wiped out a generation of work, 
.. according to Brown. 52 
Although still straddling the fence as late as August 
5, by convention time Hoopes supported the· Old Guard in 
its disaffiliation attempt. He wrote a letter urging 
disaffiliation to the delegates: 
We must disaffiliate because of the 
influx of Communists into the party as a 
result of the deliberate urging and pol-
icy of the national leaders ••• because of 
the desire of the national leadership to 
center control in it? own hands and dic-
tate to the party ••• 3 
10,J. 
·.-. 
He further stated that he felt disaffiliation would 
preserve the Reading organization. Although he had 
hoped. to avoid the split, Hoopes felt he had to support 
the Old Guard when it chose to leave. Politically he had· 
no choice; he was Stmnp' s city soliciter and a candidate 
for reelection to the legislature. His power base rested 
with the Old Guard. His letter of resignation from the 
N,E,C. inferred that the Old Guard gave him the choic_e· 
of supporting disaffiliation or losing its suppe>rt::; 
I was opposed to the disaffiliation 
of the Pennsylvania state organization 
but at the same time I emphatically dis-
. agree 'With the policy of a united 
front ••• The state convention has 
acted and we have to make a choice. That 
choice as far as I am concerned is deter-
mined by conditions in Local Berks County,54 
National and local leaders agreed that Hoopes and also 
:Ithodes had resigned from the N .E. C. and supported disaffil-
iation because of the "local situation," A. local 
r,Iilita.nt newspaper, Loyal Socialist, stated that the question 
of Communist infiltration was a smoke screen and charged. 
that "To keep office and job, they r the Old Gu.a.rd] left 
the Pa.rty,,,55 
Branch meetings in Local Berk.s fallowing the state 
convention became battlegrounds. to determine which Social-
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:tst Party to join -- the :O+d Gu.a.rd' s Social Democratic 
Federation (s.D.F.) or the :t'Iilitant is Socialist Party of 
.America. 'The Central Branch -- Stump's home branch - . 
voted. to remain in the national organization by a margin 
0£ six: to one. }faurer' s l~ortheast B:ranch voted to go 
'With the state organization and brought charges against 
the leftist group which gave the state executive committee 
t:J.te need.ad weapon to investigate and reorganize Local 
Berks, The Old Guard fought for control of the property 
of Local Berks. This thorny problem kept the split before 
t·he public's eyes for years. The real estate and other 
as.sets which had aided in building the local Party now 
.., 
became the :gie~ns of. destroying it. The Old Guard made: no 
secret of the ·fact t"l1a.t 'it p·lanned to have the state 
executive committee suspend. L·oca.1 Berks' charter, re-
organize Local Berks and the eight branches which had 
· stayed with the national Party, and issue new charters.56 
In the city four of the nine branches voted to re-
main in the Socialist Party of America. The city organ-
ization was split almost in half; the left or loyalists 
held branches totaling 521 members and the right wing 
branches totaling 471. The right wing controlled the 
organization of eight wards and the left ten. The low 
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vote counts hi the branches -- in the Southwest Branch 
only 'J7 people voted -- suggested that the membership 
rolls contained many inactive Socialists and old party · 
people who merely" wanted city jobs.57 
The critical test came at the monthly meeting of t1:IE3 
.'co.1.ll'1ty connnittee A.ugu.st 20, It marked the last time that 
-the two factions sat at the same meeting table together. 
Right-wing adherent Edward Yoe chaired the meeting. .A. 
loyalist motion to unseat seven councilmen, who had not 
.fQllowed the instructions of the two-part re:rerendum at 
the, ·state convention, appeared to carcy by a vote of 28 
to 27. Yoe then invoked Robert's Rules of Procedure which 
permits a chairman to vote to create or break a tie, He 
voted, and the motion seemed to lose by reason of a tie, 
. 
28 to 28, A.t this point organizer Bigony rose and cast 
.a ··vote under the· interpretation that as a.n ex-officio 
:member of the connnittee he could vote. This was the same 
·. interpretation which the right wing had used to vote 
officials on the local Advisory Committee, The motion 
carried by a. one-vote margin, 29 to 28. Hoopes warned: 
"This is all illegal. It won't stand up. 11 The right 
wing 't-ralked out of the meeting and held another meeting 
down the st~eet at Plumbers Hall. Later in court, St~ 
1.06 
• ;""T"i 
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·charged ·t-hat a: ,riot. :occurred during the meeting and that 
the session' s minute-s disappeared. Nothing of the episode 
is prmted in the minute books which remained in the hands 
of the Old Guard. The book reported the meeting of the 
Old Guard committee, The Old Guard discussed the charges 
of t-he 1,lortheast Branch and a committee was appointed to . 
.·• 
meet with the state executive conLYllittee to plea "no 
defense" on the c:harges. This would lead to the state· . 
executive committee revoking the Local' s clia.rter and insure 
. Old Guard control of the property, Hoopes told the grouprw 
11eanwhile the other county committee refused to recognize 
the authority of the state committee to revoke and charter, 
The next day, both treasurers -- }1rs. Ivlosteller and 
Hofses -- appeared. at th.e office of Reading Trust Company 
to claim the $3,000 of Party funds. The bank impounded 
-the- money, Both groups also claimed the Labor Lycewn 
Jts·sociation, the holding company for real estate and other 
property. The issue went to court. 59 
The state executive committee conducted a. one-sided 
six-hour investigation of the local situation August 23. 
After Hoopes had interrogated more than 20 witnesses, all of 
th e111. friendly", the state committee decided that the 
left wingers plotted with the Communists to take over 
·\ . 
•.•:-: 
Local Berks from the Old Gu.a.rd;. no leftists appeared at the 
. l1earing because they did not recognize the legality of 
the state committee. The committee revoked the charter 
of Local Berks for "action contrary to Socialist principles, 
for aGtion detrimental to the Party and in violation of the 
Party constitution." rrhey strengthened the Old Guard claim 
to Socia.list property by granting a new charter to the Old 
Guard and transferred all property to three trustees, 
Wilson, Rhodes, a.nd Hofses. 60 
The Socialist admmistration of Stump attempted to 
strengthen itself ·by threatening the jobs of leftists if 
they did not close ranks. 11Jhile this convinced some, the 
adm:inistration had to weed out others,. On September 9 
city council stripped leftists councilman Sands of his. 
departments and fired 14 leftists, including Sands' 
daughter and Mark Brown. Later Brown declared. that those 
fired became enemies of the Party and "carried on a 
vendetta which was to co.st. the party dearly in public 
61 support.u 
,. 
By this time the Old Guard of Read:ing had control 
of most of the Socialist property with the exception 
of the $3,000. They controlled. the printing company, the 
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Labor Lyceum, and Socialist Park, along with the ten 
) 
reorganized but diminished city branches, 62 
Hoopes 5till regretted the action. He wrote another 
Quaker on September 1 t'that the majority of those 1,.ri.th 
whom I run associated. f alt that the Reading situation and 
the policy of the national organization warranted 
disa.:ff'ilfa.tion ... but I can readily understand their [old 
Guard] point of view," He told the Moylan resident that 
the Old Gu.a.rd did not want to take a. chance losing every-
thing that it had built in Reading through more than a 
generation of "self-sacrificing educational work. u Hoopes 
said the rights contained almost every- one of the founders 
and builders of the movement in Reading and that he was 
convinced that Reading could rebuild a "powerful working 
class Socialist Party here in the very near future, 1163 
Hoopes was 'Wrong, Local Berks never recovered. It 
was dead although it did walk around for ma.n:v more yea.rs 
to save the cost of an undertaker. · Hoopes had figured 
that he had to stick with his power base, the Old Guard. 
He found in the 1936 and future elections that the Old 
Guard influence was not enough to get him elected. The 
petty back-stabbing which followed the split destroyed 
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Hoopes' base 1"1hich was really the good will and trust of 
• 
thousands of old party voters who wanted good govermnent. 
Looking back, Brown said that Hoopes more than anyone 
1-ra.s t'He permitted them to go on 
:and fronted for them. He covered th,eif court cases and. (1 
g;ave them legal advice. on :how· to push us out. He ,should · 
-·· . ~ Jtave told. them about th.~ property problems and about the 
con sequence,s of 1>1hat they were doing," IY1ark Brown' s final 
assessment of'. ·Ho.opes was that he was "the most useless 
I. . ..... ·t fl64 person . ever me , 
.: '-.::,,-::· ... 
. ·. 
Clearly, as shown in this chapter and ·the pr:evious, 
:}tqppes tried to separate Local Berks frqm ·the national 
problems. Even though this damaged· the .national .. movement 
. if he had sucJ~eeded, Local Berks could have· .c·ontinued 
. as a stri·etly .local municipal party·., The -national party· 
had been outflanked by· Roo·5.e.velt;: .it wa.-s, doomed, As a 
local movement Local Berks could have given Reading a 
good, clean government which it lacked in the fortie.s .and 
fifties and into the sixties. The introduction or· nationa.l 
factionalism into Reading by Socialists whose influence 
in Berks was great.er than Hoopes' destroyed the good 
feelings which made Readingites vote for Socialists. 
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Brown said: Hpop·e'S' should: not have taken sides, but he 
also faults him for compromising. It can't be both ways, 
Hoopes had to take a stand after incidents beyond his 
'control created polarization. Vfhile Hoopes was closer· 
to t,he philosophy of Progressive Norman Thomas on the 
_national level, there were no Progressives in Reading. 
·He was, indeed, closer to the Old Guard in philosophy than 
the patronage leftists, its a compromiser and a peacemaker 
aoopes failed, Once the polarization had occurred there 
·was little he could do, Previously he might have .accomplished· 
more. His fa.tilt was lack of a sen~~ of timing rather than 
_la.ck of trying. 
The fault lies in the wealmesses of th·e Socialist 
Party and of all third party movements and the nature of 
the American system rather than in one man, with all his 
:f·a.'1,lts and· .wealmesses. 
_1]~1. 
.. 
E!xtremely" bitter feeJJngs in New York prevented 
any unity movement gaining widespread acceptance. In 
.Local Berks another situation prevailed. In the 1938· 
pr·:imary a group of }1ili tant s, led by Ralph B igo:ny, 
refused to support the Socialist Party's state ticket 
. and waged. a sticker campaign. The vote reflected. this 
group's strength as it was defeated 1,686 to 45 in 
. every contest. }1ark:Br.awn, Clayton tilengel, and 26 others 
b~lted the Local :a.:rtd br:ought charges against the remaining 
members before ·the· ,state executive connnittee or· the 
. ' . 
Socialist Party (S.P.) which suspended the charter of the 
local group. 1rhis group listed 38 members after Brown's 
group split a.way.1 
By this time ~ of the problems which caused Local 
\ 
:·'.Berks to split with the rest of the S,P. in 1936 had 
disappeared. The Communist Trot·:syites who had entered 
in 1936 had been expelled from the S.P. in 1937, and the 
Connnunists as a. whole no. longer sought a united front. 
Hoopes and Brown began to work together to merge their 
two factions. Hoopes wanted to eliminate the Bigony faction 
with its "Connnunists and crackpots0 and to promote Party 
Unity, He also felt that. ;t:he \:tn.ion of· the two factions 
would be important :in undercutting Bigony' s group in t.he . 
. fight for the $3·,000 Socialist treasury, 
unaware of this facet of Hoopes' pla.n. 2 
Brown. was' 
. •·' ·. . . . 
The S.D.F. 's national executive cormnittee granted 
permission to Hoopes' group to apply for a charter from 
the Socia.list Party. The Socialist Party cooperated, and 
in February of 1939 sixty-two members of the S.D.F. joined 
with twenty-five :members of Brown' s group and. obtained a 
charter in the ;S .•. P. Th.er.eafter most Socialists in 
Reading hel4. member.ship· in both organizations. 3 
T'he $1.lspension of the local Socia.list Party bran·ch..es 
came. ~t, an opporttt11.e· ·time for the S,D,F .-Old Guard group. 
;The· court· ~d- awarded the $3,00.0 bank account to. the 
''·:toy~·list s," and other Socia.1.:ist p:roperty wa $ ·endajJg~red 
oy· ·the decision. But the ~spension ca.me bef.ore the. f.inai 
· decree could be filed. This 1?ea.kened the legal :pos.t:t:ion 
of. the remaining leftists under the leacler··ship of Bigony 
, __ ,, .... 
and Sands, but at the srune time it did not strengthen the 
claim of the S,D.F. members, The solution came in an 
'OU.t .... of-court settlement, and the funds were handed over 
to Hofses, The S .D.F. group ·paid: a. "·comparably small. 
amount of cash" to the leftists f-or their assent to the 
·:113 I 
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:::3:ettlement, This ··payment· cl:id not appear on the· :·records,_ 
according to Hoopes, so all ·the other property was fully 
protected, The rest of th·e ·mqney went to the Loc~l which, 
·1.1-secl most of it to hire an .as$i,stant organizer who 
, 
·planned.. th~: ;193.9. municipal .campa.ign, . "In other words, 11 
' , . ""· 
,Hoopes wrot··e in June of 19:39., "we ,a:t'e. working here ·in 
. .. lL 
,cOitlp·let~ harmony. u · 
·The same harmony did no.t. exi·st w.ith·in the S.D.F. 
111ovement. The Reading comrad·es. :soo11 b·ecam~ unhappy with 
the S.D.F. Their discomfort centered on three factors: 
( 1) the support given by the S. D. F.. to Demo era ts and the 
N·aw Deal; (2) the att.itude toward the war; and (3) the 
domination of. the S.D.F. by I:Jew Yorkers.5 
T.he S.D.F. failed to run national candidates; in 
194(Y it gave unqualified support to Franklin D, Roosevelt, 
Since the split robbed the Party of many registrants, 
the S.D.F. was unable to obtain the necessary signatures 
to have their state candidates placed on the ballot. 
T·he comrades began to look elsewhere for candidates; 
Sarah Limbach and her husband even switched their party 
reg.istration for a period of time so they could vote for 
a liberal Democrat in the primary. Hoopes told 1'1rs. Limbach 
that he differed strongly_with her view that cooperation. 
ll4 
,. 
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"With tli-e_ Demo·cra.t.i·c P·arty but .. qontinued:: 11 ••• I can 
appreciate the .fact that your attitud:e is based upon_ 
e:iq)eriences in the labor movement ·in :pi_ttsburgh, while 
mine is that of a. ·:memb·er, o._r· t;he Socialist Party in Berks 
·County. 0 And 
·for· SocjA,list 
in B'erks· County So·cialist s wanted to 
... t 6 ca.ndida --es • 
vote 
·T:he s.D.F. too·k the attitucler t.hat winning World War II 
·-wa:s: :the only jlllpo_rtant thing: that mattered, even before 
.·P.ea.rl Harbor and t·he- u·nited state.s entry into the vlar • 
. L·ocal Berl<s d:i.d not believe- t_hat the Jo.~st way to pr.ate.ct. 
democracy at h.om~ ·or. abroad 'was. ~o join with England ancl 
France in the Europ_ean war' as the s.D.F. suggested • 
. , 
P:ersonally Hoopes felt. t:-hat "Roosevelt is an out and 
out militarist and that 'h~_s- pri,gram _is. very likely to 
lead us to war. u 7 
W4ile Hoopes took a pacifistic stand during t::he war, 
he did not ~pp.art isolationalists because he felt that 
", •• the only possible way of ·:prev~tin.g war was by 
international cooperation a:na.· not :by f:ollowing the 
p·olicy of isolation... One week. a.fter the Japanese atta:c'k·: 
on Pearl Harbor, Local Berks had passed a resolution 
endorsing the war, Hoopes insisted on amending the 
-resolution to include a statement on Socialist war 
11_5 
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.. aims. The .. a.mended. :resolution pas·sed. Hoopes was one 
o.f t:he ·two c.omrades ·who voted against it. He told 
T·hqrnas in. i944· tliat ·the S.P. had to reconcile its position 
·on the·- war and· :how· to end it otherwise either pacif.:tsts 
or non-pacifist$. ·would leave the Party. Hoope·s suggested 
that the Party demand the government and its allies 
launch a political offensive offering political and 
economic freedom if an armistice o.ould be signed based .. on 
:minirmnn terms mainly the abd.·ication of· the Axis regime·s.·8 
Finally, the attitude of the New York party dis-
turbed Berks Countians. In 1939 the New Yorkers attempted 
to pack the N.E.C, of the S.D.F. by pushing for a joint 
meeting with their state executive committee. The 
feeling in Berks .Cowity· wa:s- that. the New Yorkers felt that 
they were the squrces of a.11 wisdom and that anyone who 
lived west of the Hudson was a country yokel. Hoopes 
felt that the New York comrades u ••• were much more 
interested in, and devoted much more time to, study of the 
European rather than American problems." This Hoopes 
. ,, 
saw as one reason why the Party had not taken root 
t1u-oughout the United States.9 
By the time World vlar II rolled around, both the 
S,D.F. and the S.P. were empty shells. As early as 1919 
-"-1, ;.r ·.,, 
····-: ..... :,,. 
the Cormnunist Party had b.egun to siphon ofi t-he ·real 
· revolutionaries. In the Depression yea.rs the New Deal 
grabbed off Socialist reformers by adopting various 
immediate demands of the Socialists. Aft·er Stalin ~nd 
.Roosevelt had filched £he most firey men and the most 
saleable ideas from the Socialists, the two Socialist 
parties became an innocuous little band of idealists,10 
Even before he war, in 1939,. overtures were made by 
.. Hoopes for .a· unity meeting betwee:n t·he S.D,F\, and the 
S.P. This move.;ot _nowhere be.cause. of' npersonal bitterness," 
according to IIoopes. In 1943 one branch q_f· Lo-cal Berks 
went so far as to -vot·e. £0:r disaffiliati·on· with- the S.D.F. 
lio.qp~s oppq_·sed t.he move because he felt it unwise to 
d·i:_saffiliate -without aff..iliation with ·another national 
ll :group, 
Local Berks took action in N.pyem'f;;er· of .19·43:, ·rthe 
J • 
• • 
lo·cal executive committee decided. unanin101.1-sly to issu~: .~-
call for a special rnembership meeting l~ovember 28 to 
consider reaffili.ation with the S.P. Hoopes contacted 
the executive. secretary of· the S,P. to call a state conven-
tion in Reading January 9, 1944, the same day,.as,the S,D.F. 
convention. The plan called for the state $.D.F. to 
,: 
-
.. 
J 
di:·siffiliate ·itseU from the -n~tional o:rg~nizat.ion :a.net 
t··. · .~t· · · ·t, th S P 12 . ·.o.: uni e wi n e • • 
. .The state executive committee of the S,D.F, passed a 
·-mot.ioh l~ovember :28. -t~at the S.D.F. hold a state convention 
.J.a.nua.ry 9, 1944 for the purpose of reorganizing the S.P. 
Hoopes chaired the meeting, 13 
~ 
Pred.ictably, the S. D. F. was not happy with thi~ 
development, A.ugust Claessens blamed Hoopes for t·he 
di·saf'filiation, He felt that Hoopes neither ex:pla·irle<l to 
Local Berks or allowed S.D.F, offic-ial·s to explain the·, 
pos-ition of every socialist party in the world on ·the wa.r, 
·He said: "Our comrades everY1tJhere but the litt-le Socialist 
Party of the United States of America understand that at 
this tra-g.ic moment in modern. h.i.story, winning the war 
. st N . . th . . .. , "14 again . · .. · azism is e prime issue. 
Claessens told Hoopes that the $ .• 1).-._F· •. wa-s to.o 
impatient and too proud of the Socia.list cause to be 
satisfied with the insignificent vote the S.P. got in 
1940. In supporting Roosevelt, Claessens said the majority 
of American Socialists refused to isolat~· themselves 
from the "American working class, from organized labor, 
and from many progressives and liberals in these critical 
times."15 
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Iviember s of the rul~g: ·eli.-t,e of· the S • D. F. warned 
Local Berks ·that it WQ"li·ld n.ot get the .. autonomy'' within ~ 
the S.P. that it had in the s.D.F. 1. Their only connection 
·w±th the S.D.F. since 19-37, according to Claessens, was 
the purchase of dues stamps. Fro1n 1937 to 1944 no national 
S.D.F. speakers were invited into Local Berk.s, and, 
according to Claessens, the S.D.1?. uma.d~: no attempts to 
raid their earthly possessions" while the "loyalists" in 
Reading had been. trying to _grab -·~f t.he Local Berks· 
16 property. 
On January 9, 1944, the ci"isaffiliat~on with the s.D,F • 
.-find. r:eaffiliation 'With the S.P. came off ·wit,hout a hitch. 
the eighteen convention vot_es, 
Local Berks dominated the convention. Since neither ' . 
Hoopes nor Stump, then state secretary, kept the national 
offices of the S.D.fi.,. appraised of events in Local Berks, 
the S,D,F. officials read of developments in the Labor 
Advocate. Local Berks placed one. condition on reaffilia-
tion -- that the Pennsylvania st.at.a and local organizations.: 
retain full. control oyer their money and propertya17 
In spite of a steadily falling national vote tall¥ 
and a general lack of enthusiasm, Hoopes saw reason to 
hope after the 1948 convention. He thought the meeting 
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11 enthusiastic and. :(;3ncoµraging.u There existed :·among the 
delegates a "spirit of comradeship" which led to a higher 
.. tone of .debat~ ::rat.her than bickering which had. marked many 
. . .... :·· ·t·. 18 
'p:r.eviou.s conven ·ions • 
After a ,;disastrous showing in 1948, many leaders, 
including_ T.homas, were ready to end the electoral 
activity -of ·the Party and change it to an educational 
or.ganization lik.e the S.D.F. A com1Jination of ·0 ,pacifists, 
l~ft-w:i.ngers, and muni.cipal isola:tiontsts from Reading 
:and Bridgeport- comb.ined to :def·ea·t the motion." 19 
:tn. i9:50 :Harry Fleischman. charged in a six--page mimeo-
:graphed letter repeated: t_ha,t· observation ,in t.e:rms of a 
charge, He ·sa.id the: P:artv ''is now in th.e 'hands· of a . . . . .· ·c., . 
. . 
. .· • .. 
coali.tion ·consi·stihg· of Reading and Bridg:epor.t,. :a. .group 
o:r· :pure-a~d--simple 'fraditionalists." He went on. to ~y 
:that the "victorious coalition,, .made no attempt ·to offer 
a pr·ogr·arn: for implementing the policy :it had carried in 
the convention. 1120 
..:rwbile , Hoopes re sent ed. ,Fleischman' s a tt itµde, he 
~dm.itted t.here -was -~ .gra.in. of truth in J?leisqhman' s 
,.statements. He dep:teq· that. R·eading and Bricigep:ort 
controlled the Party, 'but· --~·d.rnitted the two. c·ities were in 
the position ·to exercise rn,ich mo.~e :influence than in the 
.12.0 
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past. I{e told Bridgeport- 1~1ayor Jasper l·lcLevy that ·both 
cities should abandon their provincialism and take a more 
active= ·part in national_affairs,21 
lvicLevy had other ideas. .The arci;rtype of what }1orris. 
Hillquit once -co:ptE3mptuously called a "sewer Socialist, u 
1-'lcLevy seldom ,had <;0.$agreements with Party leaders because 
he never _p-aid' any attention to th<7 national Party. He 
,seldom attended:1~.E.C. meeting.s,- ·.n-~ver gave excuses for 
his absences, never answered let,t~r-s, -inde.ed, seldom voted. 
on national issues. 22 
Elected. in 1933 as Bridgeport's first Socialist 
mayor and reelected nine times, in 1950 ~1cLevy aimed 
' 
for higher· things _...; the governor's chair which had 
eluded him a dozen t'irnes previously. To achieve the 
governorship, }1c1evy attempted to broaden his political 
base by flirting with the new]¥ formed Independent Party. 
:The party's only other state-wide candidate was Vivian 
Kellems, who had failed to win the Republican nomination 
for senator, The Connecticut state committee, chaired 
·by· JYlcLevy, authorized him to accept the endorsement, 23 
Hoopes, as national chairman, and Thomas issued a 
warning to 1-IcLevy not to accept the endorsemen~. Informing 
him that the Party constitutio:d required l~ .E.C. approval 
1.21 
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of any endorsement,· the two s·oci.a.list leaders said in 
affect that they could not believe a life-long Socialist; 
would share the ticket with an "ultra-reactionary." McLevy 
said the l{ellum' s offer was a purely one-sided proposal 
which did not bind him to support the Independent Party. 
However, he mentioned that he saw nothing in the Independent 
Party's platform which was inconsistent with Socialist 
theory. When I'1c1evy finally accepted the endorsement~ 
:Norman Thom.as called for disciplinary action. Local Berks 
·then issued what Thomas called a "shocking condonation" 
of the Connecticut Party's action. 'rhomas stiffened: 
", •• we must attack for our very life's sake ••• the consctoi.i,s 
or unconscious subord:ination, so painfully obvious in 
Bridgeport and R ead:ing, of intellectual under standing of 
socialist principles to a wishful hope for more votes in 
municipal or possibly state elections." He cautioned 
national leaders against letting the matter drop, 24 
Letting the matter drop or at least slide was exactly 
what Hoopes vranted to do. He asked for postponement of 
any action until after the 1950 election. Robin lJiyers, 
party secretary, accused him of wanting no action, which 
he denied, He said that after years of effort to get 
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Connecticut to rejoin the Party, it seemed foolish to •· 
'throw them out again. 25 
Thomas' feeling·s prevailed and 1Y1cLevy was censored 
by the liJ, E. C. Shortly thereafter the Connecticut state 
· · - 26 organization left the Party. 
In 1951 faced with financial instability and a poor 
·showing at the polls, the national party again tried to 
change its emphasis from electoral action to political 
action in supporting- l::i.oeral members of the Democratic 
Party. Once again Hoopes saw this proposal in the light 
of his personal situation in Local Berks, Totally opposed 
to the proposal, Local Berks threatened to sever its 
national ties "With the Party if the proposal passed. 
At ·a meeting Hoopes defended the proposal saying it was 
a compromise to maintain unity and prevent a split. The 
members of Local Berks told him that if that were the way 
he wanted to keep people in the Party then Local Berks .. 
wanted out. Hoopes told ·T·homa.s that his heart was with 
the Local Berks position. 27 
The.motion did not pass, however, a great deal of 
resentment was created in Local Berks because a mix-up 
in dues stamps caused. all Local Berks votes to be 
.invalidated. Brown, the cause of the mix-up, resigned 
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from the N .E. c., which refused ·to a.:g·c:1~pt,.- :hi:s··. :resignation, 
He wrote Robin Myers: 
By the time Fleischman, ~. ~., get 
through sabotaging that motion as they 
have sabotaged every decision of the con-
vention and the l~.E.C, that didn't suit 
their purposes, and you and lioopes get 
through compromising, there will ~ no 
content or meaning to the motion, 
In 1956 t-h·e Socia.list p·.arty and a minority of the s.D.F. 
which had legal cla.im. to. ·t:ha.t name united after years of 
discussion, -The :r.est of ·the S,D,]:t"', remained away from 
the Socialist Par~y until 1972, In the national convention 
of the Party in D:ecember of .1972 the name of the new 
organization was: changed to :s::ocial .Democrats, U .S,.A... The 
Party runs no c.and'id.ates,_: ·but parti:c:ipates in civil rights 
movements, acts in strikes, and supports liberal candidates 
through labor groups such as COPE· Al1D CAP • 29 
Hoopes and Bro'W!l 1vere prime movers in the :reuniting of 
'rloth the local and national movements, Hoopes' stand on 
the McLevy fiasco seemed to indicate that he wanted this 
:union above all else. But it is more a reflection of the.: 
Local Berks'· situation which always plagued Hoopes on the 
national scene. Hoopes opposed recent moves of the Socia.list 
-
Party, but his influence was small among present-day Socialists. 
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·EJ,t~CTION A:c:r·rvrTY-1. .. 19~37-19.58 
"Unlike the flepublican and Democratic candidates, we 
are not primarily office-seekers, Ours is more a crusade 
than a campaign, •1 Hoopes advised listeners during the 
' 
1944 presidential campaign when he ran as Norman-. 'I'homas' 
~ 
running mate. He might have added: 0 We didn't plan it 
·that way; that's just the, way it's tur11ed out," From 
1937 until 19.58, Hoopes ran for local, state, and national, 
office .mor-e ·than ·twenty times. I-Ie never came. even clo·se 
to: wirinin·g,: ,but .he .chose to run to "educate'' the., vot:ers 
and to worl{ f"c>r ~ substantial '':·protest vote" t_P push ·old 
·party leaders into passing meaningful soc:j.al. leg;Lslation,30 
Even though he 11 ran a g·o·od: campai_gri," in a "bad year" 
·for the Socialists, lioopes: .failed to stir up any excite-
ment for th.a 1944 ·soc.iaJ..ist ticket. T:homas polled only" 
78,229 votes, fewer tIJa.n many 1~ew York Soc:i.a.Uste pQU.ed 
:ill municipal elect:ions in the 1930,, <S:• Jio:ope:s :had been 
.s.e:lected as T·horna_s'· rtinni.ng nutte be.cause :of his prominent~e·· 
ip. the Lo·ca.l Berks organiz-~t·i.on which had spear-headed 
·t]q.e· :reunion of many Soctali~.s 1dth the- ,Socialist Party 
. in ·1944. 3l 
He even earn·ed. t-h~- anger of some· early--day nwomen 
itbbersu when h·e. canie out against the Equal Rights Amendment 
12.5 
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m 1944. He said it ••wo.tiJ.·d ·ta.k.e- .away· from women workers 
cert.ain· protections which are vital to their welfare ••• 
. ·:1 cloubt the ad~sa.'bility o:f revising the framework of 
·women's labor laws ·by constitutional amenclrnent •. \iomen 
-· 
unionists are oppo:sed to the a.mendm.e,nt ·because of that 
reason." 32 . 
The el·ecttP.n- o:t· 194.5·. when :lfobpes ran for judg_e was 
·typical of· the campaigns he ~g·oo... Tie conducted a ttha.rd 
fought'i campaign against 1ilarren .K. Hess, the Democratic 
-candidate, who was one .of the "honest, young la-wyers" that 
dejteated Ho.ope,,~: f.gr the General Assembly in 1936. Hoope$ 
operizy and· by innuendo accused Hess of being involved 
-deeply with Rea.ding rackets figure.s, •. 33 
1\.t the time -- and, indeed, up until 19.6.3 -- rackets 
figures dominated Reading politic.s·. As ·on·e can read in 
' 
the 'tr..·Jincanton Reportn and<in th·e proceedings of Kefauver' s 
Senat:e Crime Investigating Cormnittee practically everyone 
:wa,s ·91 on the take" from tlle mayor on down. Clubs with slot 
.mac.hmes used racket·· mac,hines and/ or paid protection money. 
'rnose who· didn't got raided; those who did were left alone. 34 
TYPical of the 1945 campaign rhetoric was a speech 
Hoopes gave over a local radio station in which he admitted 
that it ,ra s human nature to gamble. But, he continued, the 
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p·eople did nqt. have ·to tolerate racketeers. He charged 
that two clubs had defied the rackets and were raided • 
.Attacking the integrity of his opponent, Hoopes insinu-
ated that voters had been paid ten to two hundred fifty 
dollars to support .,a cert·ain Democratic cand:idate for 
judge.,. He said that: otte ·.money machine ·mogul. had •., opep1.y 
·Q<?.a:stad that he put $11,000 into the Hess primary 
... 
·campaignu thus buying the nomination for Hess.: H·e accused 
. bo.th parties of dodging. the racketeering issue and 
ignoring the prot~ct·ion racket which brought in an 
estimated. half millt.on a. year. Hess remembered the 
campaign with bittern.e.ss after more than twenty9!'1'five years 
~d passed. 11any in. ;R~acling still remembered Hoopes' 
.ch~rges since t·hey wer-e- well aired on radio, ·t.he only 
.· .. 
. source of news during t:he camp~i_gn because of a newspaper· 
strike which silenced both daily papers in Reading. 35 
. -Hoopes ran ·for governor in 1946, His state platform 
listed six plank·s -- all of them immediate demands, 
including improved labor laws and improved relief and 
health programs. He realized the wealmess of the program 
in view of Roosevelt's record, That Roosevelt had hurt 
I 
the Socialists was obvious. I Hoopes explained to one 
comra.de why Socialism did not get its programs irrto 
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effect as Can.ada had: " ••• they had a vecy conservative 
••• government, which had refused to adopt, •• measures to 
bolster up capitalism· such as the l~ew Deal had done •• ," 
Hoo.pas pointed out that. if a Hoover-type federal admjn-
istration had existed lll the United States for a decade, 
the Socialist Party would be a strong influence in the 
Pnited States. He said the :19·32 .Socialist vote clearly 
indicated that trend, The vot .. er-s, .ac·.cordin~ to Hoopes, 
went over to the _Democr~tic P:arty wher·e they :could get 
immediate resuits such. as sqeial security, .the right ·to 
u 
organize, and wage and 'r.10'LW regulation.36 
.Aft-er the disastrous showing of the Party in 1944 
•..; ... 
ap.d 194-5, the movement hacl tro-g.ble .get·ting comrades to 
work. Hoop-es' correspondenc·e s.howed that he tried to 
keep various: Locals together and working. Typical of the 
.answers he got was that 'of a machinist from Bradford 
County: " ••• it is useless, and I would rather put my 
money where it would do the most good." The Sayre 
resident said he "stuqk. out" his neck and got 102 votes 
countywide. J/ 
In spite of the lack of enthusiasm among Socialists, 
Hoopes managed ·to get the 8,000 signatures n.ecessa.ry to 
-
place the state-wide ticket on the 1948 ballot within 
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ten days, rrhe rush job· was necessary because the Socialist 
Labor Party could preempt the Socialist Party on the ballot, 
l,uckily for Hoopes who as chairman had the responsibility 
of getting signatures, the S.D.F. in Pittsburgh took full 
advantage of its local autonomy and offered full cooperation 
during the 1948 election activity. 38 
"Reports of our death are greatly exaggerated," 
Hoopes said during the· 1952 Socialist Party convention, 
Norman Thomas announced that he would not run again. 
Hoopes picked up the dropped banner. This decision was 
made because he felt· tha·t a national ticket gave prestige 
to municipal tickets- irl Reading. 39 
He planned to spend most <;:>f hi:·s time in Berks Cow:ity 
since the Party didn't .. have funds to send a candidate 
gallivanting around the country." He went on one whistle-
stop trip in the _fall of the year. 'rhe :Sible states that 
services should be held "wherever two or three are 
gathered together. 0 Hoopes didn't even have those two 
• 
or three at some engagements -- in Kenosha, Wisconsin, ·· 
he spoke to one "active'' comrade, He wrote Robin Myers, 
national secretary, that the "situation in Wisconsin is 
not encouraging." But the "mild mannered attorney" went 
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on talking on radio and television and before groups 
. 40 
seldom larger than twenty, 
He urged the national secretary to get him more 
speaking engagements at colleges because 11 ., ,they are 
probably in the long-run more productive of good results. 
It provides :future members both for the Party and the 
Young Socialists." Fight_µig for each vote, Hoopes 
-attempted to win one potential voter away from the other-
two "socialist parties" -- the Socialist Labor Party and 
the Socialist Worker Party •. _He told the voter that both 
other partie.s_ 11 ,, .are dictatorial organizations which 
favor cha,nge by violent revolution. Both advocate 
government by dictatorship, The Socialist Workers' Party 
is a Trotskyist Communist Party, 11 41 
Unlike the Depression years when it was obvious: t~t-
-·the economic system was in trouble, the early fifties had 
a false prosperity which made it difficult to show the 
American public that their econOlJlY was weak, according to 
Hoopes. He pointed out that the great prosperity was 
accompanied by w.i.despread insecurity as workers did not 
· work full weeks and were often la.id off. 42 
Hoopes made economic inequity his main campaign 
theme. Only through democratic Socia_lism, he told the 
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,public could income be distributed fairly, The 1950 
census showed that t·he upper fifth of the income level 
people -controlled 47 per cent of the wealth while the 
).owe·st fifth got three per cent -- a drop sine.a the 19,JO:· 
::census. The Socialist platform demanded the socializatto.n .. 
of ubanks, insurance companies, utilities,, natural 
resources, and basic industries," and, as usual, the pl-a,t:-· 
form avoided· the question of how the people were to 
.acquire the ownership of tli.E3se, :industries,. Other dqpre,stic, 
planks called for· ·the faip distribution of .national 
income, national health ,a,nd: public hou:sing programs, valley 
authorities .for fl:oo:d control:~ a..nd- th_e plugging of tax 
l ' h' -·1· ' 43 , oo:p ". p, es. · 
The: foreign platform called :for "winning the peace 
qy.: helping the down ... t_ro,d·den and: o.ppressed peoples of Asia, 
A .. frica, and ·Latlll A.merica throw off the yoke of landlord-
ism ••• " Addit:ionally, peace was to··be secured by universal 
disarmament with. Vnited :Nati.on:s inspection. 44 
Hoopes took· Dwight. D.. Eisenhower, his Republican 
:,opponent, to task for t'he general's statement that "beyond 
socialism lies pur$ dictatorship." In a September 30 letter 
· to the G.O.P. standard bearer, Hoopes challenged Ike to ·stop 
:tn-isrepresenting Socialism or debate the issue, He charged: 
·~. ' 
--1 
Do you Qelieve that beyond the 
democratic socialism professed and practiced 
in the Scandanavian countries and Great 
Britain lies dictatorship? Don't you know 
that neither Communist or Fascist dicta-
torships has ever followed a democratic 
Socialist government except by violent 
revolution in which theLtSocialists were 
· the principle victims? ,5 
Ike neither debated. nor answered Hoopes' challenge. 
Other left splinter groups did not lend support to 
Hoopes' candidacy. The Progressive' s lead editorial 
:in October admitted that he was closer to the progressive 
position than any other candid.a.ta, "but the bitter experi-
ence of 1948 underscores the futility of building an 
effective protest a.round the instrumentality of the 
Socialist Party." Iv1embers of the War Resistance League 
worked to ·communicate Hoopes' candidacy to its members 
because most were unaware that .,Hoopes' own anti-war 
, position is plainly in advance of that of the rank-and-
file of his party,.. Even within his own Party, Hoopes 
did not have complete support, He found it necessary to 
,attack Maynard Kreuger, once the heir apparent to Thomas, 
~ 
b.ecause of Kreuger' s 11 rather nasty attack upon ·the Party 
and his repeated attempts •• ,to drag Norman Thomas along 
. th h. tt W1 im. ••• Kreuger eventually endorsed Adlai·Stevenson, 
·I 
·" 
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-T.homa.s publically supported Hoopes but stated that 
Stevenson was better than Eisenhower and a "much better 
man than his party,'' Robin }1yer, who opposed a campaign, 
did come around and work hard throughout the fall, Hoopes 
kept urging .dissidents to "Vote your hopes not your 
fears. u 46 
Knowing he could not' win, Hoopes hoped for a good 
. 
protest vote, He told the people: uyou never lose your 
vote when you vote for what you want. You do lose it when 
you vote for what you don't want and get it ... He said a 
big Socialist protest vote would scare legislators into 
enacting social legislation. But the workers, the union 
men, could not afford the luxury of a protest vote,47 
The Socialists succeeded in getting Hoopes on the 
ballot of 17 states. In some states a write-in vote was I 
possible. On election day 20,189 voters marked their 
ballot for Hoopes, One reason for the low vote was the 
question of accuracy of the count of the Socialist vote9 
In election districts without voting machines candidates 
without a chance of victory often received a hurried and 
inaccurate ballot count, In others voters of m~ority 
candidates were not listed a.t all. Some people still 
didn't want to lose their vote by voting for one who had 
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little chance to win. But even if all Hoopes'· supporters 
had voted 'their convictions, and if all election districts '•v, 
had made accurate ballot counts, the election results 
probably would not have been significaJ?.tly different. The 
. cold truth was that the Socialist Party had little popular 
following, 48 
On his own home ground Hoopes did ~serably. He 
·,. ' . 
p>olled only 8ll votes for president while Eisenhower swept 
the county with 51,720 and Stevenson trailed with 45,874, 
George Rhodes, the one-time Socialist-turned Democrat, 
survived the Eisenhower landslide and was returned to the 
·House· of Representatives with a vote of 48,427. He 
squeaked in with the }:ielp of absentee 'ballots to edge out 
his Republican opponent by 408 votes. Hoopes, who ran for 
Congress also, trailed far beh:ind with 1,079 votes. 49 
· Following ,the election Hoopes received a cryptic not,e 
from a New York Socia.list who said: "Congratulations on 
·t.hy defeat? as president of the United States of Arnerica."50 
During the !·1cCarthy era, many Socialist organizations 
came under investigation of the attorney general's office. 
:Unlike other Socialist groups, Local Berks did not face a 
Dollfuss era during this 111cCarthyism. Comrades in Reading, 
while ineffective, were still ,highly respected.51 
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In 19.54 Sen. v'lilliam Berton of ,conneeticut charged 
}1cCarthy of "per jury, fraud, and deceit up:on the American 
. 
people... }fcCarthy filed a $2 million libel suit against 
.. 
. Senator Berton, but he later dropped it because he said he 
c.ould not find anyone who believed the charges. I-Ioopes 
challenged }fcCarthy' s statement and wrote him saying 0 May 
I present myself as one vrho believes that· Sen. Berton told 
substantually the truth when he charged you with 'perjury, 
fraud, and deceit upon the Americ~n p·eople. ,u52 
Hoopes favored. running political campaigns because 
he felt they held the Party together. He felt the comrades 
talked about doi.'h_g edu:ca.tional work but didn't do any 
except in connection with a campaign. But in 1953 the 
ineffectiveness of Local Berks led Mark Brown to prq:,o·se 
tl1at the Socialists run a candidate in the Democratic 
primary. Iioopes, who would have reacted very violently 
to such a proposal a . short time before, felt Local Berks 
should nrace existing conditions realisticalzy. 0 He did 
not actively support the idea, but neither did he oppose 
·t 53 1 • 
The 1956 convention again nominated. Hoopes and Samuel 
Friedman a.s the Socialist Party standard bearers. A mere 
60 delegates attended. The Socialist platform· criticized 
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FJ'i.·sefihower for not: •'.adequa.~te.ly meeting the Soviet threat" ~. 
:in foreign policy and advocate increased foreign economic 
_a.id. and complete integation of minority groups, Hoop.es 
pol.led 846 votes nationwide.54 
In the years from 1936 until. the Socia.lists _stopped 
-'/ 
p·olit.ical activity :in Reading in 1958, Hoopes ran :five 
·-
t im e·s for General Assembly, twice for district attorney, 
~ix times for judge, four times for Congress, and once 
:fo·r governor, In every campaign he emphasized immediate 
demands, seldom were the ultimate demands of Socialism 
even mentioned. His yot.e tally went steadily down each 
year he ran, reaching· .a :J~ow in 19 58 when ha got 47 5 votes 
f·or .C.ongress,55 
The educational work of the Party went on in Berks, 
The Socialist Party sponsored Labor Forums until 1969 
when they ,~ere discontinued due to lack of interest. 
Average attendance at the meetings was 20, A, forum on 
"Black Power: What Does It Mean?" attracted more attention 
than most.. The lecturor, Norman Hill of the A.. Philip 
Randolph Institute, attracted more than 60 people, 
including a sizeable group of' local Black militants and 
Roy E. Frankhouser, head of the state Ku.Klux Klan,56 
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Hoopes did no.t support the 1968 national convention 
when it voted t·b: j.0¥1 with left-wing dissident Democrats 
and others to bring ·about, political change . and thus 
abandon its effort. te> .create a third political fo~ce. The · 
first dra:rt of his op.ening statement, which he later 
abandoned f o:p· -~ r1oncom:mittal placebo, he warned that 
Socialists who j:'o.in Democratic clubs soon drop their ( 
. 
' :Soc.ia·li,st activiti·E3$. Prophetically, he said most Sociali$-f,:s 
woul<l repttdia.t:(::) ~s position by continuing to :work for 
:p_emo·cratic candidates. lie sugg,ested in his never-to-be-
given speech, that the Soc:.ialist ;party should "stop 
. 
p:retend4g it was an e:t'f'ect:i_ve political party" and change 
its name to Socia.list Federation to oa.rry on ·socialist edp;-· 
.cational act-ivities, Later he decried the decision of -·' . _ ... - . . . . . . . • .. ·· . .. . . 
. ···.· 
the convention; in 1969 he 11:rote:: '1·:c $incerely hope t~t 
it [ the Party] will not continue to wopk within the 
Democratic Party. The Democratic Party is avoi.;edly" anti~ 
Socialist and supports the profit- :system ivhich Socialist.s·: 
·want: to .abolish u57 
.. ,.·.. . . . . . . . 
1loopes laid the decline of the Socia.list Party at th.e 
:doop :of those who nare ~tisfied to accept ~eform instead 
t>.i' r~volutionary chal)ge ~v.en though the latter is necessary 
.:to:- .. b~ing about ·the results th~y .desire." Anoth.er. factor ! • • 
• 
·" 
·~ . ·; 
. I 
,for the small Socialist vote, accor.ding: to Hoopes, 
was election laws which made it impo.ssible to get _on. the· 
·ballot in most. statese He admitt.ed that the Democratic 
'.P~rty grabbed off many potential Socia.lists with their· 
.re,form programs: . ''vJhile ;it i,s true that the· Democratic 
':.Party adopted some of our imm.ediate demands and thereby 
stole· some ·or our thunder, it has never touched our 
l..:ightning, which is the abolishment of the capitalist 
·zy stem.'' 58 
For all his campa.i~ing. in the f·orties and fifties, 
.. H:o.op.es never ran for office. There was never any chance 
o·f his election. I-Ie saw as his function the planting of 
·doubts· ·among the electorate- ab'ou.t the "American" economic 
:sy·stem ·and the presenting of a picture of the better world 
. .. 
·that: could be. 
I 
....... 
.. 
EPILOGUE .AND: dOl{CllJSION·: 
. ., . -•,• ~ ... 
As historians, we must now serve as pathologists and 
perform autopsies on the dead connnunity of the Socia.list 
Party. Why did it die; who or what killed it? We must 
also examine within this connnunity one equally dead family --
Local Berks, tfuy did this Reading movement die at the 
height of its power? Did it have the same illness which 
killed the entire community? Did it have the same weak-
nesses? And, :finally, we must examine one individual 
member of this community and family -- Darlington Hoopes. 
What role did he play in these deaths? 
Why did the Socialist Party die in .A.merica? Almost 
-all explanations offered by historians and political 
.. observers for the failure of Socialism and the Socialist 
.:f'arty in the United States can be generalzy placed into 
two broad categories: internal factors and external 
factors, 
Briefly the internal factors are: 
( 1) The Socialist Party failed to play the game of 
:politics. It failed to set up ~rong grass-roots organi-
zational structures • 
1 ·39· 
. ' .... ·:· . : '. 
' .. 
( 2) The Socialist Party could never decide within 
itself whether it was a political_ party, a revolutionary 
sect, a political pressure group, · or a political forum • 
. 
Its energies were fragmented and divided among too many 
often conflicting projects. 
( 3) The Socialist Party did not concern itself with 
local issues which niost concern the average voter. It held 
that the local pro;blems vrere symptoms of a larger illness 
-for which -Socialists had the eventual cure. 
(4) The Socialist Party tried to be homogenous. It 
failed to allow for ideological differences of inter-
pretation, expelling or forcing to leave all those who did. 
not fall into the currently accept·ed_ interpretation. It 
never resolved the basic co·nflict of 1'1arxist ;ideology- or 
non-1-1arxist. 
( 5) The Soo~:1:tst Party failed to win over organized 
lab.or front its:. -pragmatic position of backing the major 
party whic,h most favored its programs. 
(.6) The Socia.list Party failed. to communicate with 
the· people in a language which they understood; 
. · (7) rrhe Sociali.st Itarty had small people 'in: b:tg .. _j'.o.b:s-, 
t9:o.· ;many times and, ·:µ1. too many places. 
:I? 
All these above· things the P·a:rt,y 'bad .·eo.ntro·1 over. A. 
change in policy or emp~sis could have affected the out-
come. However, there were also external forces, rooted 
deep within the American experience which prevented the 
P.~ty from prospering. Over t.h~$El .following external 
factors the Socialis.t· Pa.r.ty :ha..d little control: 
1 ' 
( 1) The stre~gth <.)f' the two mae part'ies within the 
~-
Amer.ican political syst:em: ·.and the money available to these 
.pa.'rties were too gre:a.t tci :a:llow a.. t·hird party muq·h of :'9. 
,. . 
-cnance. 
( 2) Elect.:ion: i~ws enacted by these parties prevented 
.mirror parties from securing places on the ballot. 
( 3) '£he tradition o.f two parties were so engrained in 
the American mind that voters believed a vote .for a minor 
party> 'tras "throwing· ·at..;~y" one' s vote. 
( 4) Dissidents could gain office and a forum for their 
ideas in the direct primary as candidates of major parties, 
( 5) \ihen political plan.ks of minor parties became 
pop11lar , the major :P,a.rtie s could " steel the thunder , " as 
·the Democratic Party Under ·Roosevelt did in the 1930' s. 
(6) There was a lack of class consc.iousness in the 
irnited States. The working class did not have to battle 
·-'-:·r<>r the right to vote. The working class, except in a 
:l41 
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depression, was well-off in· comparisqir to other countries 
and other generations. 1·1embers of the working class 
believed they could rise above· class by hard work, educa-
tion, or marriage, The ethnic heterogenousness of the 
United States led .to workers identifying with their race 
or nationality rather than class, 
(7} The American people wanted practical results, the 
qo9ner the better, while Soc·ia.:l:Lst offered eventual results. 1 
The failings of Local Berks ·did not coincide with the 
:failings of the national movement, Local Berks did play 
the game of politics, posting watchers ~d workers in every· 
ward of the city. It went down· to street corners and mixed 
'With the people. It was· concerned 'With local issues. 
Both iv1a.tir;~r :and Rhodes served as president of the. 
Pennsylvania F·ed·er~_tion of Labor;· Local Berks was based 
on the labor ·movement. The politicians of Local Berks 
talked to people in language they could understand, even 
Pennsylvania Dutch, Italian, and Polish if it was necessary. 
The people in office were quite able local politicians. 
A.s for the external factors, Local Berks had even 
defeated some of those. Local Berks had attained major 
party status; it had sufficient money to allow purchase 
o~ radio time and print advertising. It could get on the 
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ballot. People ·vot.ed. Socialist without thinking they 
were 1-1astmg their votes. The Democrats and Republicans 
had tied up the primaries so that dissidents could not win; 
the parties were more concerned 'With protecting the economic 
advantage of ·industrialists and racketeers than with. 
enacting pop11J.ar Socialist ideas, The Tiorking people in 
Berks ident:µied with their nationality groups, there were 
enough of these represented in Local Berks to transcend 
th·is tie. In short, Local Berks was getting practical · 
results. 
The failure. of Local Berks wa.:s a ·human failure. Local . '' .. . - . - .. ·• 
Berks killed: ·itself much as cancer·ous cells kill the bodJt, 
The patron~ge Socialists: 1iho entered aft·~r 19.34 ju·st ·could. 
not be abso.rbecl. int-c, t.·he system, \tJ'hile :Lo.cal Berks did 
n¢-t. h~ve: ·bo· ·oe :as ::homogenous as the na.tiQnal party, these 
pat.;ronag·e s·oc:ialists v1ere too much for th.em to absorb. lfhen 
the P~rty split, people lost confidepce.· a.nd t1ent over to 
Roosevelt. 
VJ11at did Jioopes have ·to cJo ·nth :a.ll this? As a men1ber 
·:Qf the r,J. E. C. ha had some cqntr.ol over the policy making· of 
the Party. He constant]¥ urged. P~rty leaders to "t&rork at 
·tlle grass roots, He stood firm in· hi·s assertion that t·he· 
:socialist Party was· just that, a p.olitical pcL~y. H_e 
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concerned himself while as- ·a member of the N.E.c. -with 
.local issues; if anyth:i.1i-g,. he was too concerned. with these 
·p:tioblems. While he did not want the Party to become heter-
--og.enous by accepting Communists, he advocated drawing in 
·members from the right: and left. 
Communication of ,$:ocialist ideas to the people was 
h:i:s big thing. He constantly urged Socialists to talk to 
·the·. p.eople in language they unde~ stood, to use smaller 
words. In various letters of criticism, one could find him 
,~ying: "One .syl_4ble words in Socialist literature have 
been my hobby for a long ~ime,,." and ''use.large type.,.•t_ 
-··· ·and ",. ,this proposed. pamphlet simply abounds in long 
words which are unintelligible to the man in the street" 
and u it,• .-s.- entirely ·t·o·o dry. u Hoopes constantly pushed to 
make· t·ne· utterances of the Party meaningfule 2 
H.oopes failure was a human one, In attempting to 
compromise, he became too identified with Norm.an Thomas' 
faction, and the national Old Guard refu~ed to trust him 
as a peacemaker. His compromises rather than binding the 
Party together pushed members further toward the split, A 
. 
firm stand earlier against the united front might have 
aided the Party. Hoopes' legalistic stand in some matters, 
such as his reluctance to enter the l~ew York crisis and to 
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edit the Declaration of Principles, ham-strung him and 
-the farty from dealing eff actively, if slightly unconstitu-
ti_ona.lly, with the problems, 
In Local Berks, Hoopes' failures WE;1re .a.·iso h11ma.n 
failures. ·· Hoopes was an outsider both to the ideological 
base of Local Berks and to the geographical limits. He was 
•, 
viewed as aJ1 outsider. His brand of Christian Socialism 
was not th:e same as the union-labor base of Local Berks. 
His attempts at compromise angered both sections of the 
' . . 
Party, Iv1any members disliked Hoopes' attention to minute 
details and his "I'm right" attitude. \"lhen the big 
decisions were made, Hoopes had already been closed out 
of the decision-making clique. 
The final autopsy findings are that by not taking care 
of itself the Socialist Party was unable to fight against 
the political, economic, and social conditions in the 
United states which made the climate most unhealthy for 
any minor party. Local Berks committed suicide by allowing 
patronage Socialists into its body and then rejecting them 
just as the body rejects foreign matter. Hoopes did not 
:~j]l either group, but he was not as good a doctor as he 
might have been. But the heart of Socialism is strong. 
It has qutlasted the body. Transplanted within Roosevelt's 
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political }:>ody, it fl~ur4shecl a.nd; the belief thgt the 
.. , . welfare of all the people is the prime social resp9n,sibil~ 
ity is now .an integral part of our system, 
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FOOTNOTES 
CHAPTER ONE: THE EARLY YEARS 
1william M. Stottlemyer, a Reading realtor since 1930, 
estimated in a telephone interview January 17, 1973 that 
about ninety per cent of Reading's homes were of the row type in the 1930 11 sp and Frank McGough of the Reading Plan-
ning Division made a similar estimate in a telephone interview January 18, 1973. In 1930 there were about 10 blocks in the Northeast section where large singles exist-
ed. Henry Go Stetler, The Socialist Movement in Reading, Pennsylva~ia, 1896-19,3q-ZStorrs 9 1943), pp • .5-280 Stetler termed the Reading population °conservative.,.. Two Read-ing Eagle clippings of Republican advertisements, ne d., Hoopes Papers; untitled campaign flier, n.d., Hoopes Papers; Robert M. Blackburn, D,D., "Socialism versus Amer-icanism (Reading, n,d.), p. J. 
2tJ .s. Bureau of Census, United States Census of Population: 1960. Volume I, Characteristics of the Populatione1 Part i, U.S. Summaryo (Washington(' D.C., 1964) 0 po 1-=193. Stottlemyer estimated in the same inter-
view that rather than declining because of the construction 
of singlec::,£amily dwellings on the outskirts of the city 
the per~ntage of city homes which are row have increased due to r9*=type governmant"""sponsored housing. McGough 
also points out that many of the large single homes in the city on Fifth and Centre streets 0 two main arteries in the city 9 have been converted into multi-family dwellingsp doctor 0 s offices 9 and businesses@_ John Gardiner, 
"\iincanton: the Politics of Corruption 9 " 1ra.sk Force Re-;eort: Organized Crime (Washington 9 DoCo, 1968)9 PP• 61-79; 
.. The Corrupt City 9 " a WPVI telecast. The la st quote wa. s 
repeated in countless talks and interviews with non-Socia.list residents of Reading. 
3siographical Sketch of Darlington Hoopes, Sr., }iarch 3, 1961, Reading Eagle-Times Files; Reading Eagle clipping, February 21, 1967, n.p., Hoopes Papers; Reading Ea·gle 
clipping, March 15, 1963, n.p., Hoopes Papers. 
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CHAPTER THREE: YEA.i.-qs OF DIVISION 
1navid A. Shannon, The Socialist Party of America (New York, 1955), p. 211. It is difficult to make 
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·Car.dle J. Boehm, nee Bassler, was born February 14, 
.19-43:, ·in Coaldale, Pennsylvania. The da~ghter of Richard 
:R.ic.e Bassler and the late Doris r1. t'Ji] liams Ba_ssler, she 
~ttended Tamaqua Area Joint- High Schoo.l from :19.57 until 
She attenc:i:oo l(utzto,m State College where she :mg.j~or.ed· 
in sec.9ndary education ·}Tith specialities in social studies 
a.nq- :biology-. .A. rner,ib·er of Kappa De·lt,a Pi, nati·onal aduca-
t:i:qn honor fraternit.y·., she was graduated with .a: ··oacl'1eXor' s 
:de_.gr-ee :.in. ·J:a.nuary of ·1964. 
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